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20th Anniversary for SPNHC 

The Society for the Preservation of Natural History Collections Is proud to be 

recognizing 20 years of se!Vlce to the Natural History Community In 2005. SPNHC 
Is an International association of Individuals who are Interested in the 

development and preservation of natural history collections. Within SPNHC, 

-natural history" encompasses more than biological and geological topics: It also 
Includes the fields of anthropologv. e.g. ethnology and archaeology. SPNHC 
members are collecUon managers. curators, registrars. conservators, and other 
specialists and generalists Involved with research. educational and exhibit 
collections; a broad range of associated values to these materials are both 
acknowledged and protected. 

In the last 20 years, SPNHC has led the way In providing support 
to the Natural History Community via: 

Books: 
Storage of Natural Hfstory (of/ectlons: A Preventive Conservallon Approach, 

Storage of Natural History (of/ed/ons; Ideas and Practical Solutions (both of 
these have quickly become classiCS. and have Import beyond natural history 
flekis), Managing the Modern Herbarium, and our latest MuseumWlse: 

Workplace Words Defined; more 8re scheduled to come out soon. 

Collection Forum: 

Our Internationally respected peer reviewed journal which covers the diverse 
subject matter relevant to the needs of natural history collectlon management 
Book reviews are regularly included; visit our web-ilte to view two volumes and 
the contents of other previous Issues. 

Twice-yearly Newsletters: 
Which Includes an occasional series of subject specific leaflets (the leaflets and 
some newsJetters are on our web-slte for your inspecUon), 

Annual Meetings: 
Sometimes held In conjunction with other organizations such as the Natural 
Science Collections Alliance (previously known as the Association of Systematics 

ColiectionsiASC) and the International Society for Biological 
and Environmental ReposltorlesllSBER. Workshops are held at each meeting. 

Forums: 
Participation In pertinent forums relating to the Society's mIssion, e.g. Heritage 
Preservation's Heritage Health Index, and the Workshop to Produce a Decadal 

Vision for Taxonomy and Natural History CollectTons funded by NSF. 

The Soclety's contributions were recognized by the American Institute for 

Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (Ale) and Heritage Preservation who 
presented SPNHC with their 2001 Award for Outstanding Commitment 
to the Preservation and Care of Collections. 

SPNHC Is a valuable resource which should not be overlooked by workers In 
the natural history field. The Society actively encourages the participation of 
Individuals Invclved with all aspects of natural history collections. 

Ann Plnzl 
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NatSCA 

The Natural Sciences Collections Association 

The Natural ScIences Collectlons Association (NatSCA) provides a forum In The 

United KIngdom for Individuals, museums and other Institutions Involved In the 
management, curatlon, conservation and InterpretatJon of natural science 
collections and records. and to present the views of professionals and Institutions. 

NatSCA alms to act as an advocate for natural sciences collections. promoting 
their protection. development and use. and seeklng to help people within and 

outside of the profession to understand the value and Importance of these 
COUections. and that of understandIng the natural world and our relationship to It 
We provide, by way of publications, seminars and other events and activities. a 
means for the exchange of Information, the establishment of standards and 

principles. professional training and the ability for the community to undertake 
cooperative ventures. 

'NatSCA News' and the planned NatSCA web·slte. will be the focus for advertising 
and reviewing conferences and seminars, airing members' views and for 

disseminating all museologlcal news relevant to natural sdences collectlons. 

The group maintains dose links with relevant bodies such as the Museums 

Association, the Museums, Ubrarles and Archlves CouncU. the Gecloglcal Curators 

Group, the Institute of Con5efVatlon. the National federation for Biological 

Recording. the SOCiety for the Preservation of Natural History Collections, In 

AmerIca and the Natural History Collections Working Group of the International 
Council for Museums.. 

NatSCA was fonned In 2003 by merger of the Biology Curators' Group and 
the Natural Sdences Conservation Group. NatSCA 15 also a United Kingdom 
Registered Chartty. 

Paul Brown 

The Geological Curators' Group 

The GeoIo!ilcal Curators' Group was founded In 1974 and Is .fflliated to the 
Geological Society of london. Since then It has been an active group In the UK 
and In the last few years has been expanding Its membership worldWide. 
The group 15 dedicated to Improving the status of g~ogy in museums and to 

raising the standard of g~ogJcaI curaUon. In order to achieve this. the group 

holds meeUngs and workshops to promote the exchange of InformaUon amongst 

g~ogk:al curators and other Interested bodies. InformaUon and adVice on all 

matters relaUng to geology In museums Is provlded and active surveillance of 

geological collections and information undertaken with a vfew to ensuring their 

continued wellbeing. The group also strives to develop and maintain a code of 
practice for the curatlon and deployment of geological collections. It Is also 

committed to the advancement of the documentation and conservatIon of 

geological sItes. 

As well as a regular series of meetings and workshops, both In the UK and 

overseas, the group accomplishes Its alms through publications. The quarterly 

newsletter Coprolite and the group's journal The GeoIogiCdJ Curator are well 

established. Published books have Indueled GuIdelines for the curaclorl of 
geological materials and The value and valuaUon of natural scIenCe collectIons both 

published by the GeoIoglcal5oclety. A leaflet enUtled Thumbs up' producing 
guidelines for young collectors was also published In conjunction with Rockwatch. 
The Geologists Association. British Gas and the Geological Sodety. The Group 
also carries out surveys of UK geological collealons with an update of the last 

"State and status" SUNey done In the early 1980s' the subject of one of the 

presentations at this conference. A list server for Information regarding geological 

collections Is also maintained. for details of how to JOin the list and the GCG. 
please refer to our website http://v.ww.geocurator.orgJ. 

Giles Miller 
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The Natural History Collections 
Working Group (NHCWG) 

The Natural History Collections Working Group (NHCWG) 15 one of the many 

specialist working groups of the Committee for Conservation ([COM.CC). It Is the 

largest of the 28 International committees of ICOM (International Council of 

Museums) wIth over 1400 members worldwide from all areas of the museum and 

conservation professIon. ICOM-CC alms to promote the conservation, 

Investigation and analysis of culturally and historically significant works and to 

further the goals of the conservation professIon. 

The Triennial Congress brings the membership of ICOM-CC together to review 

and report on current research. Over 1000 papers have been published In the 

congress pre-prints In the past twenty years.. The working groups actIvely 

communicate wIth their members through newsletters, meetings, and at the 

Triennial Congress. The NHCWG has about 150 members In more than 50 

countries. Due to Its global character, in the last triennial period, the WG board 

has taken various Initiatives to encourage more collaboration between 

Internallonal natural history societies In order to increase dissemination of 

Important developments in conservation. 

The NHCWG has honoured this. together with NatSCA and GCG, by taking a 

shared part In the SPNHC 2005 anniversary meeting. We congratulate SPNHC on 

their 20th birthday and are sure that the begInnIng of the next 20-year period Is a 

good moment for Initiatives leading to more cooperation between our societies. 

The main topic -RealiSing Standards· Is a very Interesting subject that will 

hopefully lead to a lot of debate, constructive Ideas. and of course useful 

standards. With the Important recognition that standards In conservation can only 

be Implemented when the local situation, with respect to the availability of 

resources, has been taken Into account, the WG has developed a decision-making 

trajectory that anticipates these different circumstances. It will be presented In a 

workshop (focusing on conservation of flUid collections) at this meeting and later 

this year also at the ICOM-CC triennial meeting In The Hague. The model has 

been published as a separate attachment to our latest newsletter. At the 

forthcoming tcOM-CC meetIng In The Hague, over 150 papers will be presented. 

Furthermore, our WG will hold a forum discussion about limits to collection 

growth and more specifically de-access/oning as a conservation tool. 

FInally, If you are Interested in becoming part of the worldwIde network In the 

field of conservation, membership to the NHCWG as well as for ICOM·Ce is free 

but subscription to the parent Institute ICOM is necessary, Please specify on the 

ICOM membership application form that you want to become a voting member of 

ICOM-CC. An application Form can be Found on the ICOM-CC website 
http://www.lcom-cc.org. In order to become an active member of the WG and to 

receive the newsletter, contact the co-ordlnators of the NHCWG. The addresses of 

the coordinators and more Information about the meeting In The Hague can be 

found on the ICOM-CC webSite. 

Dries van Dam and Vicky Purewal 
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Outline programme 

The ful programme ndudlng maps IS available In your reglstr.Jtlon pad: 

Sunday 12th June 

10.00 - 17.00 

15.30 - 17.00 

Monday 13th June 

08.30 

08.30 - 17.00 

09.00 - 16.30 

18.30 - 21.00 

Registration and SPNHC Committee Meetings 

SPNHC Outgoing Council Meeting 

COFFEE 

Registration 

Day trtp tours of other coileCllons 

4 options: 

Tring - Leader Paul Brown 
Oxford University Museum - Leader Giles Miller 
Kew Gardens - Leader Kate Edmondson 
Homiman Museum - Leader Lorraine Cornish 

Ice breaker party 

Outline programme 

Tuesday 14th June 

08.30 

08.30 - 17.00 

09.00 - 10.30 

10.30 - 10.50 

10.50 -12.10 

12.10 -13.10 

13.10 -14.50 

14.50 -15.20 

15.20 - 17.00 

17.15 - 18.45 

COFFEE 

Registration 

Introduction and keynote speakers 

COFFEE 

SPNHC session I Chair Rob Huxley 

LUNCH 

SPNHC session II Chair Chris Collins 

COFFEE 

SPNHC session III Chair Iris Hardy 

POSTER SESSION 
Beer, wine and other refreshments to be served 
during the poster session. Authors should be 
present at poster exhibition to 
answer questions. 



Outline programme 

Wednesday 15th June 

09.00 - 17.00 

09.00 - 12.40 

09.00 - 10.00 
10.10-11.10 
11.10 -11.40 
11.40 -12.40 

09.00 - 12.40 

13.30 - 15.30 

15.30 -15.50 

15.50 - 17.30 

19.30 - Midnight 

Registration 

NHM departmental tours: 

Tours to one of Zoology. Palaeontology. 
Palaeontology Conservation Unit Botany. 
Mineralogy. Librartes are at 

COFFEE 

Wandsworth outstation only 

NatSCA session I Chair Sue Ryder 

COFFEE 

NatSCA session II Chair Nick Gordon 

Banquet 

Outline programme 

Thursday 16th June 

08.30 COFFEE 

09.00 - 17.00 Registration 

09.00 -11 .00 GCG session Chair Amanda Edwards 

11.00 - 11.20 COFFEE 

11.20 - 12.20 Special Interest Groups 

12.30 - 14.00 LUNCH. AGMs and ICOM-CC Working Group 

14.00 - 15.50 ICOM session I Chair Dries van Dam 

15.50 -16.10 COFFEE 

16.10 -17.50 !COM session II Chair Victoria Purewal 



Outline programme 

Friday 17th June 

07.30 - 10.00 

10.00 - 17.00 

Breakfast Incoming Committee Meeting 

Workshops Day 1 (2 one day workshops) 

Standards - Leader Paul Davis 
IPM - Leader; Adrian Doyle. Dave Pinnlger 
and Tom Strang 

Saturday 18th June 

10.00 - 17.00 Workshops Day 2 (2 one day workshops) 

RiSk assessment - Leader Rob Waller 
IPM - Leaders Adrian Doyle. Dave Plnnlger 
and Tom Strang 

Contents by subject 

CONSERVATION 

An anatomical collection dissected: Practical Implementation of 
a national de-accessioning proJecL Aarts. Brandenburg and van Dam 

Minimising the risks from the ten agents of deterioration 
in two new West Midlands museum resource centres. Andrew 

Conservation at The Homlman - new for old. Applying standards 
to new and historiC gallerfes. Bacon 

Standards In natural history conservation traIning. Buttler and Child 

Investigating chemical changes In flUid preserved specimens 
using mR spectroscopy. Carter 

Conservation of the Harlech leatherback turtle. Carter 

Mould In the desert. Casjens and Nielsen 

Re·curatlon of specimens preserved In degraded alcohol: 
testing alternative techniques. Cushing and Slowik 

Notes on conservation tests of failing Collembola (Insecta) 
micro-slide mounts. GUnter and Brown 

Integrated collection care at the National Museum of Wales. 

23 

26 

27 

32-33 

34 

34 

35 

40 

51 

Horak. Howlett. Carter and Buttler 55-56 

Re-houSlng and condlUon surveying at DMNS - the long road 
toward standards for the anthropology coilecUon~ Johnson 58·59 

AnalysiS and conservation of fish taxidermy hom the collection of the 
Zoological Museum of Athens University. Kandrl, Katsarou and Matea 59-60 

Preserving an extant Araucarla cone for exhibit Klise and Sease 63 

Adopting a conservation methodology In the Investigation 
and application of ConseMre OH 1 ~O' for consolidating 
fragile dinosaur bone. Kronthat, Blsulca and Davidson 64 



Contents by subject 

Detection In taxidermy collealons: arsenic spot tests. 
Marte. Pequignot and yon Endt 

Japanese tissues, uses In repairtng natural history specimens. Moore 

Effects of tanning and fixation processes on skin propeltles 
In taxidermy specimens. Pequignot, Tumosa and von Endt 

New approaches to the Identification and treatment 
of contaminants in herbaria. Purewal and Colston 

Olmate control In an uncontrollable building. 
Viscardi. Sigwart and Monaghan 

66 

69 

70 

70-71 

82-83 

Contents by subject 

NATURAL HISTORY COLLECTION STANDARDS 

An anatomical collection dissected: Practical Implementation of a 
national de-accessioning proJecL Aart., Brandenburg and van Dam 

Protecting the ancestors: safely shipping natiVe American artefacts. 
Anderson and Newberry 

Sustainable collections: local connections and Intematlonal obIlgaoons. 
Besterman 

Natural History exhibit renovation and evaluation _ setting benchmarks 
at the Redpath Museum. McG11I Universlty_ Blrker 

Communicating about collections standards to "non-collections people~ . 

23 

26 

28 

29 

Butler 32 

Syntliesys NAC assessing standards In European museums. 
Collins. Cornish, and Owens 38 

The NHM's Collection Management Standards Project defining. setting & 
Implementing Intematlonal standards in collection managemenL Davis 41 -42 

Realising new standards for wet collections facUlties. Dietrich and Crimm 43-44 

Outgoing exhibition loans: when you need more than 
a spedmen Invoice receipt Gambill 

Bridging the gap: standards for the transfer of specimens 
from the field to the museum. 
Garner, MacDonald. Carrera and Baker 

Subject spedaltsl networks - developing a subject specialist 
network for the natural sciences In the UK. Gordon 

The United States Exploring Expedition botanical specimens: 
the story continues. Hollenberg. Hawks and Bell 

Darwin Centre Phase Two: uniting a stale of the art collections 
store with a 'shop Window on science', Huxley and Fitton 

46-47 

47-48 

48 

54-55 

57-58 



Contents by subject 

Museum collections and molecular~genetic investigations. 
Kazlc. Hammond. Johnston, Merrett and Crlmmen 

Standardisation wIthIn a genetic resource collectron: perspectives from 
the Natural Science Research laboratory, Museum of Texas Tech University. 

61 

MacDonald, Garner, Carrera and Baker 65 

Nomenclatural standards for cullivars. Miller 68 

The MOA Programme - Introducing a unlfted approach 
to collection management at the NHM. Raiser 72 

HatchIng a plan: developing modem standards in egg collections. Russell 74 

Hatching and nedglng the bird collections In Dublin. 
Sigwart, Callaghan, Colla, Dyke, McCaffrey and Monaghan 74-75 

Adult education as a tool for volunteer training and recruitment 
Sigwart and Monaghan 75-76 

Regional collections at risk. Why fundIng stuffed otters and 
dried nettles 15 seen as an easy cut to make. Stringer 79 

Referencing collectors of bIologIcal specimens: Issues and standards. Sutton 80 

Haslemere EducatJonal Museum: an Introduction to the 
natural history collectiOns. Tanner 

Real world disaster plans. Thompson 

'Standardlslng' within a multi-dISCiplinary museum: how do the 
natural sciences collections fitln7 Young and Fahy 

80-81 

82 

87-88 

Contents by subject 

GEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS 

Improving curation standards in paleontology 
collections where to start? Adraln. lewiS and Horton 23-24 

Evacuating a collection of geological spedmens. a small scale drill. 
Berg and Lennve 27-28 

Raising standards: preserving the old. Initiating the new. Chambers 37 

Can I acquire that fossil? A pragmatic solution to a legal problem. Davis 40-41 

Standards of care for gemstone collections. DeMouthe 42 

The state and status of geologIcal collections In UK museums. Fothergill 45-46 

lost brachiopods-found In Dublin. Gray, Sigwart and Monaghan 49 

"I am beginning my research; what shall I do with my geological speclmenst -
a note of advIce: re-assesslng and re-emphaslslng 
the Tunnlcllff (1983) paper, Green SO 

Connecting and enabling broad dIscovery and access to geoscIence data and 
informatlon sets of Natural Resources canada. Hardy and Dougherty 51-52 

Care of petrology collections at the National Museum of Wales. 
Kerbey and Horak 

Standards In the museum care of geological collections -
a new web resource. Stanley 

(uration of the U.S. Antarctic Meteorite Program Collection: 
20th centUl), standards for the 21st century and beyond, 
Welzenbach, McCoy, Righter and Satterwhite 

GUldelrnes for the curatlon of geological materials: setting 
or simply revISiting the standards? Wyse Jackson 

62-63 

77-78 

85-86 

87 



Contents by subject 

IPM 

A contribution to standards for freezing as a pest contr~ 
method for museums. Akerlund. Jensen, Bergh, Hansen and Andren 24·25 

A GIS tool for Interpretation of pest monitoring data 
In a museum environment Bryant and Kang 30 

Risk zones for IPM: from concept to Implementation. Doyle and Plnnlger 44 

A new working group for integrated pest management]" museums. 
Duncan. Kronthal and Monk 45 

Monitoring Insea pests In a large herbarium for ten years: 
Implications and actions. Paul and Pinnlger 69 

The applicauon of GIS to IPM risk zone mapping. Smith and Jones 76-77 

levels of rPM control. matching conditions to 
performance and effort Strang and Kigawa 78-79 

Contents by subject 

DATA STANDARDS 

GIS. herbarium collections and development of 
an electronic Mfield guide~ to plant collections. Bryant 

Online botanical databases - global resources at the 
Natural History Museum. London. Cafferty. Huxley and Jarvis 

HERBIS i5 the Erudite Recorder Botanical Information Synthesizer. 
highlights and a progress report. 
Cellinese. Beaman. Heidorn, Green. and Guo 

Technology in museums: friend or foe? Cowhey and Sigwart 

Scanning specimens a5 an alternative to 
tradltlonal photography. De Mauthe and Clarke 

Connecting and enabling broad discovery and access to geoscience 
data and information sets of Natural Resources Canada. 
Hardy and Dougherty 

Data format standards for existing documentation 
and databases. Harpham 

From the ledger to the web· BrTnglng the collectIons of the 
North Carolina State Museum of Natural Sciences to the 21st Century. 
Hogue and Raine 

Scripts for zooming Images on the web and other simple tools for 
supporting image databases. Macklin and Morris 

KE·EMu: A 21st century museum database · Improving collections 
management In the NHM Fish Section. Madalne 

31 

33 

33 

39 

43 

51 -52 

52-53 

53-54 

66 

67 
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Herbarium networks: towards creating a 'toolkit' to advance specimen 
data capture. Rabeler and Macklin 71-72 

Databaslng the collections: data standards -
their Imponance and application. Rissone 73 

Calling on GOO: The gallery object database at the Royal Ontario Museum. 
Waddington, Pratt and Scorsone 84 

The Paleontological Portat a dlsttibuted collection database 
for ouueach and research. White 86 
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An anatomical collection dissected: practical 
Implementation of a national de-accessioning project 

Aarts, Babke-: Brandenburg, ash.-; van D.m, Andries J.-
'Unlverslty Museum. lange Nleuwstnlat 106, 3512 PN, Utrecht, The Netherlands 
"lelden Museum of Anatomy. Wassenaarsew-cg 62. 2300 RC lelden. The Netherlands 

This paper demonstrates how an extensIve de·accesslonlng and preservation 
project at the lelden Museum of Anatomy both Improved Its collection 
management and collection policy, and served to strengthen collaboration on a 
national level. 

By elaborating two representative examples. practical aspects of de-accessioning 
and preservation procedures are highlighted. The project resulted in a manageable. 
accessible and well·organlsed collection. matching the museums unique task within 
the Dutch Academic Medical CoilectJon. 

Oskar Brandenburg 
.3164 411840: o.brandenburgelumc.nl 
Oral presentation on Thursday 16th June 

Improving curation standards in 
paleontology collections where to start? 

Adraln, TIffany S.-; lewis. David N.-·; Horton, Mary M.-
·Paleontology Repository. Department or Geoscience. University of Iowa. Iowa City. IA 52242. USA 
··Department or Paleontology. The Natural History Museum. london. SW7 5BD. UK 

There Is a major trend In earth science funding towards data sharing between 
collections. Institutions and organizations. However. before we can share data. we 
have to have this data available. 

The palaeontology collections of the Natural History Museum in london number 
some 9 million registered curator1al units. of which It Is estimated that 10% are 
type. figured and referred specimens. Perhaps 10% of the collection has been 
catalogued electronically and the rest Is In large book-type reglste ... None of the 
information is yet available on·llne but will gradually become so when a new 
Colleetlons Management System Is fully Installed (KE Emu) In the near futur", There 
Is also a conSiderable backlog of unregistered specimens. much In field state 
awalUng preparaUon and first slage (uraUon. 

The University of Iowa Paleontology Repository contains over 1 mUllan specimens. 
25.000 of which are cited In scientific publlcatlons. Approximately 10% of the 
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collection Is catalogued In a card Index, with only 3% electronically catalogued 
(SPECIFY) and available 00 line. 

For the other 90% of these colleclions. which are in varying states of (uratlon, the 
question arises where to start? To assess the current level of (uratlon of the 
collections and to priorltlse curaUon projects required to Improve curatlon standards, 
existing collection survey methods were adapted (or a survey of the entire UI 
Repository collection and part of the NHM fossil echinoderm collection. The 
collections were divided into manageable units and a step by step guide or k.ey was 
developed and used to assess these units. A curatlon plan was determined. outlIning 
steps to Improve the curatlon standards of Individual units and priori lise (uratlon 
projects. The survey had several benefits. Indudlng the production of a basic 
collections Inventory (what we have and how much there Is). determination of 
current research accessIbility (how easy It will be to use material for research). and 
the determination of realistic curatlon goals and projects. 

Tiffany Adnllin 
+1 319 3351822; t lffany·adraln@ulowudu 
Oral presentation and poster 

A contribution to standards for freezing as 
a pest control method for museums 

Akerlund. Monlh-; Jensen. Karl-Mulln V.- ; Bergh. Jan·Erlk···; 
Hansen. Use S.·~ Andren. Martin·· .. 
·Swedlsh Museum of Nawral History. Box 50007. SE-l 04 OS Stockholm. Sweden 
"·Danlsh Pest Infsallon Laboratory (OPIU. Sl.~ 14. DtC-2800 Kgs.lyngby. Oenmart 
-"Dalarna UnI'm'Sity. Institute for MathematICs. Science and Technology. SE-79 1 88 Falun. Sweden 
····Kulluren. Box 1095. 5£·22 1 04 Lund. Sweden 

Many museums use ordinary freezers (-20 C) Instead of expensive low temperature 
freezers (-30' C) for pest controL Recommended exposure time for freezing varies. In 
order to Investigate the erfectlveness of -20'( freezers. specimens of a number or 
museum pest Insect species were placed In plastIc boxes Inside well-Insulated objects 
and frozen at -20 C. 

Three experiments wIth 3 or 5 replicates were performed. Test insects (l slndlvlduats 
of a species) were placed: 

Abstracts listings 

1l Inside wooden a block 20x20x20 em. (cooling time 1S h). 
2) al4 leve!s from top to middle (approximately 2. 4, 8 and 16 em rrom surface) 

In a package of woollen blankets (cooling time 30 h). 
3) Inside a wooden block 20x20x20 em. wrapped In woollen blankets 

(thickness: 55 em) (cooling time 70h). 
In experiment 1 and 3 an upright freezer Gram F 600 was used. and In 
experiment 2 • Cyilnda AFS 500 chest freezer. 

The following larvae and some adults reared at Danish Pest Infestation Laboratory 
were tested: Trogoderma anguswm. Reesa vespulae. Attagenus smlrnovi. 
AHagenus woodroffel. AnttJrenus museorum. Anlhrenus verbasd and Tineola 
blsselliella. The lemperatures close to the boxes were recorded with a Squirrel 
temperature logger. The packages were kept In the freezer at about -20 ( for 24 or 
72 hours. In Experiment 1 and 3 the untreated control Insects were kept In a 
refrigerator Gram K 600 at 4-5 C and In experiment 2 at room temperature (22-
240. 

In experiment 2 the temperature stabilized after 30 hours. In the 8 cm layer at· 
16 C and at 16 cm at -14 C even after five weeks of freezing. The temperature 
under the package reached ·8 C Therefore. a 6 em high wooden frame was placed 
on !.he bOllom of the freezer. allowing the air to circulate around the package. The 
temperature now reached -18 to -19 C after 30 hours. 

Results: 
Experimenl ,. larvae and adults or Arc. smirnovi and Arc. woodroffe/5uffered 
100% mortality after 24 hours at -11 'C; A. verbasc{ at -1s'C, A. museorum 
at · 20 C. larvae of R. vespulae at-15 C and T. angustum al -18 C. 

Experiment 2. After 24 hours -14 C '00% mortality was obtained In larvae of 
Au_ smfrnovl. ALL. woodro((el. and A. verbasci at -19 C. 100% mortality occurred In 
T. anguslum and R. vespulae after 72 hours at -19 C. but A. museorum stili showed 
high survival. At a check one year arter rreezlng 100% mortality was round In A. 
museorum after exposure to 72 hours of rreezing below -18se The Initially 
surviVing larvae had died at first moulting. 

Experiment 3. 100 % mortality was reached for all species Including T. bissell/ella 
and A. museorum aher 72 hours below -17.6 'c. 

Conclusion: 
Pest Insects Including A. museorum are killed at -20 C after 72 hours. If adequate 
air clrculaUon Is ensured during rreezing. 

Monlka Akerlund 
+46 851954201 ; monlka.akerlundtlnrm.se 
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Protecting the ancestors: safely shipping 
native American artefacts 

Anderson, Gretchen; Newberry, Rebecca 
Sdence Museum of Minnesota, 120 West Kellogg Boulevard, Sl. Paul, MN 5S 1 02, USA 

Packing fragile Native American artifacts for an International loan presents a 
unique challenge. The Conservation Department at the ScIence Museum of 
MInnesota recemly had the opportunity to develop Innovative packing techniques 
to ship 100 artifacts to the Basaurl Museum in Spain. When handling Native 
American artifacts, their physical and spIritual care must be considered. The 
Department collaborated with the museum's ethnology collections manager, an 
external art packing company and Native American consultants to ensure the method 
was 
easy to use and safe as well as respectful. 

Gretchen Anderson 
+1 651 221 4764; ganderson@smm.org 
Poster presentation 

Minimising the risks from the ten agents of deterioration 
in two new West Midlands museum resource centres 

Andrew, Katherine J. 
Herefordshlre Heritage Service, Hereford Museum & Art Gallery, Broad Street. Hereford HR4 9AU, UK 

The West Midlands region of Britain Is home to two new collection centres, housing 
around 200,000 Items including substantial natural history collections, The 
Herefordshlre Museum Resource and learning Centre was offiCially opened on 28th 
February 2005 and the ludlow library and Museum Resource and learning Centre 
was officially opened by Her Majesty The Queen in May 2003. Both centres were 
created from briefs written by the author that sel out the need to minimize the risks 
from the ten agents of deterioration, a model first developed by the Canadian 
Conservation Institute and expanded by Robert Waller of the Canadian Museum of 
Nature. Both centres received substantial support from the Heritage lottery Fund 
and capital Investment from the relevant local authority. 

The Hereford centre is a refurbishment of an existing building, the ludlow project a 
new build. The differing approaches to achieving minimal risks from each agent and 
the effectiveness of these measures will be compared and contrasted. 

Katherine Andrew 
+44 143 238 3590: kandrew8herefordshlre.gov.uk 
Oral presentation on Wednesday 15th June 
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Conservation at The Horniman - new for old. Applying 
standards to new and historic galleries 

Bacon, Louise 
Hernlman Museum, 100 London Road, FOfest Hilt, London SEl3 3PQ, UK 

In 1898 Frederick Homlman commissioned Charles Harrison Townsend to design a 
museum to house his collection of Natural History specimens and Anthropology 
collections. The two original galleries are now a Grade II· listed building as Is a later 
additional gallery designed by Harrison Townsend /n 1911. In recent years the 
Horn/man Museum had a programme re·developlng the two Ethnography galleries as 
well as creating a new gallery for musical instruments In a purpose built Heritage 
l ottery Funded Building. The Natural History gallery has undergone no large-scale 
renovation Since 1957. It sti ll contains the original 1911 mahogany showcases. which 
will be retained. Applying conservation and collections care standards to historIc 
galleries and old showcases has its problems and Its challenges. 

l ouise Bacon 
+44 208 291 8682; Ibacon@hornlman.ac.uk 
Oral present ation on Wednesday 15th June 

Evacuating a collection of geological specimens, 
a small scale drill 

Berg, Hans-Jergen: Lamnve, Jon 
Natural H1storr Museum, University of Oslo, The Department of Collection and Research Services, P.O. 
Box 1172 BUndem. NO-0318 Oslo, Norway 

The Hadeland Bergverl<smuseum. a privately owned mining museum In Norway. had 
to leave their premises at short notice. The geological collections and the exhibited 
objects were packed and moved in one day. The Natural History Museum In Oslo 
conclucted this evacuation in co-operation with the local museum. 
The preparations included: 

Collection condition and risk assessment: 
Classification of the collections, packing and transport was supervised by one or two 
professionals from the NHM, Oslo. Most of the geological specimens were handled 
and packed by volunteers who had no previous practical experience. Fragile 
specimens were dealt with by professionals from the NHM. Oslo. Digital recording of 
the collectlon was done during packIng and transport to increase the possibility of 
reconstruction In case of damage_ 
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logistics and preparedness: 
An existing store of packing material and empty boxes 15 a presupposition for an 
effective evacuation because It is very Ume consuming to get this (rom external 
sources. Transpon resources also have to be avallable. Refreshments for the staff are 
also very Important New and safe premises for the evacuated material must be 
established In advance. 

The collection was successfully packed. moved and stored within one day, 

Hans·J.rgen Berg 
+47 99289701: h.J.berge nhm.ulo.no 
Porter presentaUan 

Sustainable collections: 
local connections and International obligations 

Bette rman, Tristram P. 
The MatKhester Museum. University of Manchester. Oxfotd Road. Manchester M 13 gpl. UK 

Museums In the public realm exist to serve society. which they do primarily through 
their purpose as Institutes of learning. Collealans are held as a means to thiS end, to 
be managed and developed as a unique resource for scientific research and wider 
public engagement Connecting with the needs of SOCiety, responding to the agenda 
of their principal funders and recognising lhelr international obligations are courses 
of enlightened self-interest for the sustainable museum. The support that a museum 
earns from society is proportionate to the cultural (Including scientifiC) value lhat 
society places on it Cultural value is reckoned not only on what the museum has (Its 
collections) but on what it does with them and the benefldal impact of such 
actlvllles. The development and use of scientific collections has a global context, In 
which the ethical museum must reconcile a range of obligations to the Inlematlonal 
community, 

Trlsb.m Besterm. n 
+441612752650; t.besterm.nOm.nchester.ac.uk 
Or.1 present.tlon on Tuesd • .,. 14th June 
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Natural History exhibit renovation and evaluation-setting 
benchmarks at the Redpath Museum. McGill University 

61tker, Ingrid 
Redpath Museum. MeGI. University, 859 Sherbroolle Sl WesL Mont/eM. Ouebe<:. Canada, HlAo 211:6 

The Redpath Museum al McGi ll University recently completed a three-year project 
to renew and renovate the permanent natural history and ethnology exhibition 
galleries. The goal of !.he natural history exhibit renovation was to develop and 
produce educaUonaland enlightening displays focusing on the geosclenUfic and 
biological diversity of Quebec. Because of the special nature of the museum as a 
university teaching resource. many of the new exhibits were designed to present 
specific themes and concepts that correlate to academic courses. Concern for 
formal evaluatIon of the new exhibits Implies lhat the Museum Is aware of the 
needs of Its mandated audience-the university undergraduate student. as well as its 
main audience-the general public. 

The new exhibits were written for the unIversIty undergraduate biology and 
geology students, They were designed so that lhe emphasis was on the concepts 
to be communicated rather than on the spedmens per se, The general assumption 
of the deSign team was that students would be Indlned to leam If the design 
scheme was appropriate and Skillful In enabling learning, Most of the new exhibits 
are didactic in nature and panel texts distill what Is to be leamed Into small dlscrele 
steps, arranged In order, usually from the simplest to the most complex. The focus 
Is on the content to be taught and the content Is often hinged to the leamlng 
objectives of the plofessors who uUlize the exhibits to teach specinc courses. 

In order to evaluate how these new exhibits contribute to the teaching of 
undergraduate biology the author conducted a pre- and post-test. SUlVey to 
measure student gatns In understanding the exhibit topiCS. The pre- and post-test 
questionnaires were administered to approximately 400 students prior to visiting 
the exhibit and approxImately one week aher viewing, SImilar or exact 
questionnaire Items were also ptaced on Instructors exams. Interviews were 
conducted of sample students from each course to collect qualitative data 
concerning students' perceptIons of what they learned from the exhibits. Similar 
interviews were also be conducted with the exhibit designers but not necessarily 
during the same time frame as the student Interviews. This presentation will provide 
a brief history of the museum's exhibition programme and then focus on the 
challenges of recent exhibit renovatJon and the results of the evaluation process. 

lngtld 81rker 
+15143984086 ext. 4094: tn9rJdblrker8mcglll.a 
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A GIS tool for interpretation of pest 
monitoring data in a museum environment 

8ryl nt. Jl mes M. e.; King. Jlnho·· 
. RlveBlde Municipal Museum. 3580 Mlssk>o Inn Avenue, Riverside. CA 92501, USA 
··Unlver5ity of Redlands MS GIS Progfilm. 1200 E. Colton Avenue, P.O. Box 3080, 
Redlands, CA 92373-0999, USA 

Integrated pest management (IPM) programs rely upon detailed monitoring of pest 
species activities in order to obtain data describing the occurrences these species 
In the wor!<. storage and public spaces of a facility. Analysis of thiS clata should help 
delennlne the best corrective actlons to be taken, Unfonunately. not only Is 
monltonng data capture typically a time-consuming process. but delays In the 
analysis of this data and dlrflculties Inherent In making clear. succinct presentations 
of these analyses ultImalety slows down and/or Interferes with the transfer of 
Information to deCiSion-makers. Consequently. a thorough monitoring effon 15 
often bypassed. forcing collections or facilities managers to tum to pesticides and 
01 her expediencies, ra1her than IPM. to conuollndoor pestS. 

Since 1999.1he Rlver~de MuniCipal Museum has utilized IPM procedures In me 
assessment and control of pest species occurrences in Its early 20th century
vintage faCility. Recently. the museum has been working with graduate students 
from 1he University of Redlands to explore ways In which Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) technology can help automate Important Interpretive and analytical 
functions of museums. For this particular project, student Jlnho Kang has created a 
spatial analysis tool that utilizes the type of pest monitoring data the Municipal 
Museum has collected over the past six years, and allows for easy Incorporation of 
new pest monitoring data. This GIS approach is Intended LO help generate reports 
on paSt and present pest occurrences. and anticipate future problems. 

Initial steps In the project Involved creating digital maps of each floor of the 
museum building and plotting me monitoring data to dISplay me frequency of 
speafic pests (based on trap records) In certain locations (work spaces. storage 
areas, exhibition halls). Temporal analysis methods were then incorporated to allow 
determination a specifiC category of pest frequency of occurrence. by month or 
season Extensions of the project Included Insenlng utility locations. or structural 
Issues. to allow mapping of hypothetical routes for pest. movemenL 

James M. Bryant 
... 1 951 826 5213: jbryantlJrlversldeca.goy 

Poster presentation 
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GIS, herbarium collections and development 
of an electronic "field guide" to plant collections 

Bryant. James M. 
River.;lde Municipal Museum. 3580 Mission Lnn Avenue, RIverside, CA 92501. USA 

fhough seldom exhibited. herbarium coUeeUcns can provide enriching experiences 
for every kind of audience. Including botanical researchers. natural resources 
managers. museum visitors, nature enthusiasts and recreaUonlsts. and the Internet 
user. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) lechnology offers many ways In which 
both botanical specimens and data can be presented in conjunction with 
cartographic depictions of locations of wldely~recognlzed natural SignIficance. 

Since 2002. 1he Riverside Municipal Museum's Clark Herbarium and 1he LI'liled 
States Nauonal Herbarium have shared resources In pursuit of Just thIs sort of 
applIcation of GIS technology. Using specimen locality descriptions from bom 
collections (and GIS software provided by ESRI of Redlands. CA) and a base map 
from University of California - Riverside. a project concept was developed that 
made data sets from historic plant collecting k>callties in Califomja·s San Jaanto 
Mountains accessible via GIS. In the Spring of 2004. graduate students from the 
MS In GIS program at the University of Redlands took up the challenge of designing 
an ArciMS-based GIS webSite thaI combines the Initial. basic approach wlm digital 
Images of plant specimens and other visual reference tools that we commonly 
associate with printed Bfield guideR pubUcal1ons. 

In AprlJ2004. the new GIS webSite was previewed at a workshop hosted by ESRJ at 
the corporatJan·s Redlands campus. This new lool proved to be a useful catalyst for 
discussions among the museum, natural resource management and Information 
technology professionals who attended as to how such an ap~lcatlon of GIS can 
bring about Increased cooperation between collections-holding Institutions and the 
custodians of our most valuable natural areas. This geographical perspectlve on 
herbarium collections can help increase the accuracy of Interpretation of specimen 
locality data sets. at the same time preparing these collections resources for use in 
place-based science and natural resources management effons. In an even broader 
context. GIS-accesslble herbarium data becomes a part of the larger body of 
Information serving to document and enrich the user's general knowledge of such a 
locaLion. In shan. the assembly of the plant data and the interpretive design of the 
GIS tool are both Informed by and contribute to our "sense of ptaceB 

James M. Bryant 
+ 1 951 826 5273; jbryante rlversldeca.gov 
Or.1 presentation on Tuesday 14th June 
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Communicating about collections standards 
to "non-collections people" 

Butler. C.rol R. 
~uonal Musam of Natural History. Smithsonian Institution, 
10th Street and ConstJtuUon Avenue tlW. Washington. DC 20560. USA 

People who manage and care for collections on a dally basis generally have a 
shared understanding of the Importance of standards of care and the benefits 
of c~lance WIth these Ind(catOfs of "best pra<tlce", But what of the awareness 
and understandIng of people whose work Is more removed from collections, or 
focused only on the research uses of collectJons? Sometimes administrators. 
managers. and researchers don't regard standards or compliance WIth standards 
215 Important Alternately, they may be unaware of how the application of 
standards can benefit the organization, or they may even be opposed to standards. 
Collections managers and conservators frequen[ly need to explain the reasons for 
maintaining standards to people who are responsible for planning. making 
decisions and allocating resources. Explanations that are tailored to the audIence 
and drOJrmtances. and which Indude cost1benent ratios. credibility. publIC 
reputation. accuracy and renablllty. fidUCiary responsibility. and accountability to 
donors. among other elements. can all lead to broader appreCiation within an 
organization for the value of maintaining standards as well as Improved conditIons 
for Lhe collections themselves. 

CArol R. Butler 
+'2026330836; butlercr@sl.edu 
Oral presentation on Tuesday 14th June 

Standards In natural history conservation training 

Buttler. c.arolln~ Child, Robert 
National Museums & Galleries of Wales, Calhays Part. Cardiff. Cfl 0 3NP, Wales. UK 

The preservation of natural history matenal has traditionally been carried out by 
the colleaors. researchers and curators themselves. In larger Institutions traIned 
technldans were used for speciflc aspects such as taxidermy, skeletal preparations. 
model making etc. but until recently conservation as a speclalisatlon In natural 
history was rare. 

In the 1980s /t was realised that there was wide scale of neglect of natural science 
collections In museums and. without aafon. valuable matenal woukl be lost 
Conservators began to be appointed In the natural science disciplines. but their 
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appointment was generally restricted to some of the larger national museurm. 
Collections In smaller museums were and are stili at risk. The number of natural 
history conservators has not greatly changed In the last ten years and few are 
coming Into the profess/on. 

There Is a world-Wide need for a Lralnlng programme to promote natural history 
conselVatlon both amongst natural science curators and generiC conservators 
with natural history collections In their care. 

This paper will propose a formal training programme to cover the (onservallon 
requirements of a natural hIstory collection. It will address which core topiCS need 
to be included and what speciaUsatJons. and how these programmes can be 
carried OUL 

Caroline 8uttJer 
. 44 292 OS7 3359: C.tollne.ButtierenmgwAc.u1t 
Oral Presentation on Thursday 16th June 

Online botanical databases - global resources 
at the Natural History Museum, London 

C.fferty. Steve: Huxley, Rob; Jarvis. Ch.tHe 
Deparlment of Botany. Natural Hlstcwy Museom, Cromwell Road. london SW7 SBD. UK 

The Natural History Museum Is a major repository of natural history collectJons 
made throughout the world, and over a tong period of time. Its earliesl bOlanlcal 
collections date from the late 16th century. Conscious of the need to make these 
collections more widely available. the Museum has undenaken an ambitIous 
programme aimed at Increasing their accessibility, In recent years. the herbaria of 
John Oayton, Paul Hermann, George Clifford and Sir Hans Sloane (Jamaican 
collections), all rich In type specimens. have been digitised and the Images made 
freely available online. along with searchable databases to allow easy retrieval of 
informaUon. Currently. the Museum Is actively Involved in the Mellon Foundalion
funded African Plants Initiative which alms to make available digitised and 
databased collections of all the world's African plant type specimens, along with 
associated library materials. onlIne. We are also expanding the scope of these 
coilaboraUons to Include additional historical collealons (e.g. Spruce collections 
from latin America) and cryptogamic plant groups. 

Steye Cafferty 
+44 207 942 5677: S.Caffertye nhm.ac.uk 
Poster present.tlon 
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Investigating chemical changes in fluid 
preserved specimens using FTIR spectroscopy 

Carter. Jull.n D. 
Nallonal Museum of Wales, Calhays Park, Cardiff. CFl 0 3NP, UK 

Infrared spectroscopy has proved to be a powerful tool for studying biological 
molecules. When a substance Is exposed to tnr rared light molecular level vibrations 
can occur. These can be detected and measured by techniques such as Fourier 
Transformed Infrared (mR) spectroscopy. Infrared spectrometry Is particularly 
senSitive to the presence of chemical functlona1 groups which enables a sample to 
chemically characterIsed or even Identified. A study was set up to establish the 
viability of using mR spectroscopy to monitor chemical changes In fluid preserved 
specimens. Animal protein samples were preserved In a range of fluid preselVations. 
These included formaldehyde solutIons, ethanol solutlons and Dekafald (DMDM 
HydantoIn), At set Intervals small pIeces were removed from the samples and 
critically point dried, after which they were analysed on the mR. Additional 
measurements Included observlng the condItion of the samples and pH 
measurements, ThIs paper will present the Interim findings from the study. 

Julian Carter 
+44 292 057 3230; Jullan.carter@nmgw,ac.uk 
Poster presentation 

Conservation of the Harlech leatherback turtle 

Carter, Julian D. 
Nallonal Museum of Wales, Cathays Park. Cardiff, CF 1 0 3NP. UK 

The National Museum of Wales has on dIsplay the world's largest recorded 
specimen of leatherback turtle. The specImen was found dead. washed up on a 
beach In North Wales In 1988. The museum quickly embarked on a programme to 
preserve the turtle as a taxIdermy mount, and to develop an exhibition to display 
the speCimen. However during 2003/4 the specimen started to noticeably crack and 
dislntegrate. This poster explores [he possible reasons for these problems and the 
ensuing conservation work required to bring the specImen back to dIsplay quality. 

Jullin Carter 
+44 292 057 3230; jullan.carter@nmgw.lc.uk 
Poster present.tlon 
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Mould in the desert 

CasJens, Laurel: Nielsen, Glenna 
Museum 0( Peoples and Cultures, BrIgham YOO'l9 Unl'lef5lty, lOS Allen Halt, Provo UT 84602, USA 

in an effon to practice good preventive conservation, the Museum of Peoples 
and Cultures humIdified Its textile storage room. However. the humIdifier 
malfunctloned. and the sensors failed to tum the humidifier off when the humidity 
reached 40% as they were programmed to do. The continual humidificatIon raised 
the humidity above 60%. The problem with the humidifier was probably 
compounded by an unlnsulated room, possible celUng leaks and heavy use of 
sprinklers spraying on the outsIde north and west walls. In the corner of the room 
steam pipes also had a very slow leak. 

Mould grew on the west and north walls, In the carpet and on several of the 
boxes stacked on shelves near these walls. This mould was Identified as non~ 
toxic. but very InvasIve. 

After quickly consulting several conservators, we undertook remedial action to 
assure that objects were not harmed and that the mould would not return. The 
collection objects In the room (mainly textUes) had been protected by Individual 
coverings. so the artifacts themselves did not come In direct contan with the 
mould. All of the textiles were removed from the mouldy housings. frozen, 
and then put Into clean storage containers. The room was cleaned and then 
redesIgned to make it less appealing to mould and better for the long term care of 
the objects. The wooden shelves and Interior walls were cleaned with Oorox water. 
and painted wIth KllLL False walJs were builtin front of the two outside walls, and 
also around the perennially leaking steam pipes; these walls provide dead air space 
to Insulate the outside walls. These walls were painted with KIlLL The carpet on 
the floor was pulled up. the sub floor was cleaned with Oorox water and a new 
flooring, mednetec vinyl, was laid, 

We dlscontlnued use of the humidifIer because we could not control the humidity 
with this system. In the future. we would like to reInstitute humidIfication if we 
can find a trustworthy system. but for now, the objects are safer Without 

fhe collections objects, in new housings. are back In their refurbished room, 
safe again. 

laure l CllsJens and Glenna Nielsen 
+1 801 4220020; mpc_prog ra m.s8byu.ed u; Glennll_Nlelsen@byu.edu 
Poster presentation 
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HERBIS is the Erudite Recorder Botanical Information 
Synthesizer: highlights and a progress report 

Cellinese, Nlco·; Beaman, Reed S,-: Heidorn, Bryan P.- : Green, Ashley M,-; Guo, YouJung
"Peabody Museum of Natural History, Yale University, 170 Whitney Avenue, New Haven, 
Connecticut 06520·8118, USA 
" Graduate School of utnry and Infoonatloo Science, University of Illinois al Urbana-Champaign, 
501 East Daniel Sl MC-493. Champaign, illinois 61820·6212. USA 

The technology requIred for dIgital image capture of specimens has become 
affordable, If not yel commonplace. Digital Imaging projects often do nothing 
more with Images than make them available for web display. However, an Image 
can serve the additfonal purpose as the basis for label data capture. Along wIth 
specimen Images, label data, particularly georeferenced label data. Is a valuable 
public product for collectIons. 

Our ultimate goal Is to reduce the total cost of digital collection data capture by 
significantly reducing human labor required and total proJea duration. Ideally, 
clicking the shuner on a digital camera Initiates a sequence that culminates wnh 
the populauon of label data and a specImen Image Into a structured collection 
database, Practical gains can be achieved by developing appropriate protocols and 
methodologies, then packaging them as web services, We are using open source 
and commercial solutions, and are developing solutions wtlere necessary that 
accelerate the herbarium speCimen data capture process, Each of these solutions is 
embedded Into web services, providIng benefits such as cross-platform 
ImeroperablUty and scalability, 

OUf first operatIonal web service transforms tiff images Into a Jpeg2000 format 
with the option of using lossless or lossy compression, We are currently 
embedding a commercial OCR (Optical Character RecognitiOn) package as a web 
service and will show the output obtained from running this OCR software on a 
samples of different herbarium data labels, We have Identified issues relating to 
high-throughput herbarium speCimen data capwre that can be addressed. and 
those that may not be solved at this stage with currently avaUable technology. 

Nlco CelUnese 
+12034323537; nlco.ceiilnese@yale,edu 
Oral presentation on Thursday 16th June 
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Raising standards: preseoving the old. initiating the new 

Chambers, Sara 
Royal Cornwall Museum, RIvet' Street, Truro. TRl 2S,1, UK 

The Royal Cornwall Museum's collection of South West of England mineralogy 
Is one of the finest In the world. At Its core is an outstanding early collecUon of 
minerals made by Philip Rashlelgh (1729-1811). the most famous of Comlsh 
minerai collectors, who lived at Menabilly. near Fowey. Cornwall, Rashlelgh 
collected over 3000 mineral specimens and meticulously labelled and recorded 
them In his manuscript catalogue. His two volume 'Specimens of British Minerals' 
published In 1792 and 1802 figures over 300 of his specimens. Thus the collection 
Is almost unique among 18th century minerai collections, having survived 
essentially Intact with extensive supporting historic documentation, 

Years of under funding and Insuffident human resources resulted in minimal effort 
being spent on the care and management of the mineral collection, Prior to 2001 It 
was In a state of some disorder. becoming organisationally fragmented. with 
Individual specimens sustaining damage and others becoming dissociated from 
their historic documentation. The collealon had effectively ceased to function as 
a reference and research resource and existed only as a group of display Items, 

The reuieval of this 'dormant' collectIon presented a considerable challenge. even 
though It was virtually unencumbered by the piecemeal attempts at curation which 
so often litter the histories of other collections. A collection-recovery programme 
was designed comprising three sequential phases: collection InventOfY and 
reorganisation; specimen conservation; histo(ic documentation conservation. 

The first phase of work was completed In 2002. Phase 2 is underway and the final 
phase Is In its planning stage. The benefits of phase 1 are already apparent 
specimens or collection information can be readily retrieved on request 
component collections which have lain un-recognised since their initial accession 
have re-emerged and the new level of activity surrounding the collection has raised 
awareness and interest in the mineralogical community. Once completed. the 
standards building programme will have retumed the minerai collection to a 
functional state - available for reference. capable of sustaining research and 
effectively secured for Future generations. 

Sara Chambers 
+44 187 227 2205: Slra.chambers@royalcornwallmuseum.org.uk 

Poster presentation 
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Synthesys NAC assessing standards in European museums 

Collins, Chris·; Cornish, Lorraine'"; Owens, Simon··, 
-The Nalural History Museum, CromweU Road, loodon. SW7 580. UK 
•• Royal Botanic. Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 lAE. UK 

Natural history collections are at the heart of taxonomic research. Improved 
standards of care, access and management can only Improve levels of taxonomic 
research throughout Europe. Synthesys Is a European project focused on 
Improving access, use and development of research Into taxonomy In European 
natural history museums. Split Into a number of network actlvltty sections, A-F, 
Netwo", AClIvlty-C of the Synthesys programme Is focusing on Identifying and 
Improving standards of care and access [ 0 European natural history Institutions. 
FollOWing work undertaken by the Natural History Museum. london. member 
institutions ha .... e Identified a range of standards that natural hIstory Institutions in 
Europe: should be aspiring to meet In order to assess how Syn1hesys member 
Institutions meet these standards a sub-group of NA-C has de .... eloped a 
standardised sUlVey methodology that benchmarks levels of analnment that 
European natural history museums currently meet The sUlVey establishes 3 
benchmark levels of attainment and the overall benchmark level which a particular 
Institution meets. The SUlVey also Identifies how Institutions can move from level 
C the lowest benchmark.. through level B to level A the hIghest benchmark.. ThIs 
presentation revIews the standards which an Institution Is expected to meet to 
attain a particular benchmark level and the results of trial sUlVeys undertaken at 
Hungarian Natural History Museum and Naturhlsrorlsches Museum. Vienna. Future 
developments will link the results of sUlVeys of art Synthesys member Institutions 
with Information gathered by NA-B which has looked at the taxonomic collection 
strengths of each member Institution. From thIs the group will move to look at 
how prlorlUsed colleaJon Improvements can be made throughout Europe. It Is 
hoped that these benchmarks will become standards of attainment for natural 
history Institutions throughout Europe and will attract future European Union 
funding to assist InstltuUons in Improving their benchmark and through this theIr 
opportunIties to attraa increasing finanCial and research resources. 

Simon Owens 
+44 207 942 5039; chrfc4@nhm •• c.uk 
Onll presentation on Tuesday 14th June 
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Technology in museums: friend or foe? 

Cowhey. Sarah M.; Sigwart. Julia D. 
National MUSellffi or Ireland, Natural History Dlvlsloo, University College Dublin, Belfield, 
Dublin 4, Ireland 

The vast majority of museum collections (e.g. In the Natural History Museum, 
Dublin) are un-catalogued and are not easily accessible to either. museum workers: 
or visiting researchers who need them for studIes. The shear volume of data 
demands new methods to create electroniC databases so that records can be easily 
found. With this project we examine whether lay people can be safely employed to 
work In museum collections and what methods and technologies may be most 
effldent to catalogue collection backlogs. 'lilgh tech" ways to database collections 
may be potentlally faster than the ~trad ltlonar method (transcription)-e.g. 
Intelligent character recognition nCR). or speech-recognition software (SRS). 

Funhermore. new methods may mean that workers could perform curatorial tasks 
with only a minimum of training, thereby freeing tIme for curators: and technicians. 
By "lay people~ we conSider those uninitiated In the workings of museums and 
those that may ha .... e only a small understanding of the area they will work In 
(biology. history. arts. etc). Including the student volunteers used In these trials. It Is 
often assumed that to catalogue a museum collection. a high level of museum 
training Is needed: however, Improved technology might reduce necessary training 
of all workers and prevent common errors:. 

The performances of two groups-trained and untrained-were examined, with 45 
people In each grOUp. Each group was diVided between three methods (ICR. SRS. 
transcription), using passerine bird specimens from the National Museum of Ireland. 
Natural History DiVIsion as a model collection. Preliminary results show that the 
volunteers using the transcription/typing method catalogued a selection of 
specimens significantly faster than lhe volunteers USing SRS. However, ICR may be 
significantly more effldent than SRS and indiVidual differences In schware 
packages Impact utilIty. Systematic testlng of comparable methods is fundamental 
to making decisions about allocating resources. both In staff time and equipment 

Sarah Cowhey 
+353 8630 68729: sarahcowhey@gmall.com 
Oral presentation on Wednesday 15th June 
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Re-curation of specimens preserved In degraded alcohol: 
testing alternative techniques 

Cushing, Paula E.; Slowik, Jozef 
Denver Museum of Nature & Science, Department of Zoology, 2001 Colorado Boulevard, Denver, 
CO 80205, USA 

Colorado State University made a donation of 2.965 vials of spiders In need of re
curaUon to the Denver Museum of Nature & Science by Colorado State University, 
[n the majority of vials, the alcohol levets and concentrations were low and the 
alcohol was discoloured due to leachates from the specimens and the neoprene 
stoppers. We tested two dIfferent transfer methods: gradual transference Into a 
series of lower alcohol concentration solutions beginning with 45% into standard 
75% alcohol solutions and Immediate transference from low (45%) concentration 
solutions Into 75% solutlons. We tested the effect of these two different 
methodologies on spedmen quality and preservation. It was found that neither 
method Significantly affected the conditions of arachnid specimens. A value 
assessment also was done on the donation. This consisted of a condition survey, 
Including testing the alcohol concentratfon, and a mathematical equation was 
derived to measure value of the entire donation. 

Jozef Slowik 
+1 303 370 6354; JSlowik@dmns.org 
Poster presentation 

Can I acquire that fossil? 
A pragmatic solution to a legal prob lem 

Dallls, Paul G. 
Nalural History Museum. Cromwell Road, london, 5W7 SBD, UK 

Acquiring palaeontological specimens for museums has never been more complex. 
It Is the duty of a museum to ensure the highest standards are maintained in the 
acquisition of palaeontological material to protect the reputation of the museum, 
the scientific discipline of palaeontology and Its practitioners. These standards 
have been defined as: 

Ensuring that the provenance and history of an object Is legal, liCit and ethical. 

Ensuring that the object has not been acquired In, or exported from. its 
country of origin (or any intermediate country In which it may have been legally 
owned) In violation of that country's laws. 
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Ensuring that the provisions of the UNESCO 1970 Convention on the Means of 
Prohibiting and Preventing the IIIidt Import. Export and Transfer of Ownership 
of Cultural Property are upheld (whether the museum resides In a country that 
has ratified the convention or not). 

To achieve these standards would Involve natural history collection management 
personnel requiring a high degree of knowledge of the legal systems and status of 
the laws in many countries. This creates an immediate problem in that many legal 
specialIsts have a very Uttle knowledge of the relevant laws within their own country 
and are unwilling to Interpret laws outside of this sphere. This talk will present a 
solution to the requirements of specialist legal knowledge and outline a system of 
'due diligence'. The concept of due diligence combined with freely available (via 
the WVWI), current and accurate information on the legislation protecting 
palaeontological heritage and Its transport across International boundaries will 
enable the International museum community to meet standards expected of them 
In acquiring palaeontological material. 

Paul G. Dall is 
+44 207 942 5458; p.davis@nhm.ac.uk 
Reserve oral presentation 

The NHM's Collection Management Standards Project: 
defining, setting & implementing international standards 
in collection management 

Davis, Paul G. 
Nalural History Museum, Cromwell Road, l ondon, SW7 5BO. UK 

From June 2003 to February 2004 the Natural History Museum london managed 
the 'Collection Management Standards Project'. This project was tasked with 
defining the tasks and approaches needed to achieve the NHM's '2010 vision'. 
This 2010 vision stated that. 'The Museum must continue to be one of the top 
three natural history museums In the world. To do this we will need to ... 
... become a world leader in setting and maintaining the most appropriate standards 
and practices In collections conservation and management'. 
The NHM Collection Management Standards Project was to achieve this by 
consulting as widely as possible Intemally and particularly outside the museum In 
order to define global best practice, and produce proposals for action that will 
ultimately lead to the Introduction of global best practice at the NHM by 2007. 
and also define and produce a framework of International standards for collection 
management 
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During the course of the inrormatlon gathering and external consultation phase of 
the project a network of Institutions concemed with establishing. implementing. 
and maintaining the highest standards of all aspectS of collection management and 
conservation of natural history collections were rdenufled and consulted. 
In addition to the results of the project presented here. the project provided a 
platform to build from for the work of the EU Framework VI project SVNTHESVS. In 
particular Network Activity C thalls concemed with creating a European standard in 
collection management 

Plul G. Davis 
+44 207 942 5458; p.d.vlse nhm.ac.uk 
Oral presentation on Tuesday 14th June 

Standards of care for gemstone collections 

DeMouthe. Jean F. 
Callfomla Academy of Sdeoces.. 875 Howard StreeI.. San Franctsco, CA 94103, USA 

Different types of museums may hold collections that indude gemstones. carvings. 
spheres. beads. and other types of worked decoraUve Slone and organic material. 
While these malenals may not require spedal attention In terms of environmental 
controls. they do present some unique challenges for the coltealons manager. 

carvings. beads, and other odd-shaped objects can be stored Singly In customized 
containers. or In groups of ~mllar objects. The latter method often saves space. 
even though It may mean that like malenals are separated. Detailed informaUon 
about each object is crucial to the Identification of gems and other specimens 
where It Is not possible or advisable to mark lhem with catalog numbers. This 
Includes weight dImensions. shape. colour, type of object (faceted stone. bead. 
etc.), and possibly other data such as refractIve Index or specific gravity. 

A strong and detailed collections policy Is an Impon ant asset for anyone who cares 
for and fs responSible for gemstone collections. The greatest nsks to the5e 
collections are theft and mishandling by exhibits staff or other people not familiar 
with the matenals Invofved. 

Je. n OeMouthe 
+1 415 321 8258: JdemoutheOc .. lacademy.org 
Oral presenbltlon on Thursday 16th June 
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Scanning specimens as an alternative to 
traditional photography 

DeMouthe. Jean F~ Cllfke. Anna M. 
CailfomJa Academy of Sciences. 875 Howard Street. San Francisco. CA 94103. USA 

Flat-bed scanners can be used to record speCimens and their associated data. In 
many cases. this process Is faster and more efficient than tradItional fUm or digItal 
photography. Specimens that are light-senSitive may be exposed to a strong. cool 
light for a very bnef penod as opposed to being set up under hot lights for a longer 
time during traditional phOlogr'aphy. A ~ Ingle scan can include the specimen along 
wlth ~cale bars. idenufylng numbers. and/or an enUre label. 

Most scanners can produce Images that show depth of Field. 50 specimens do not 
have to be flat for thIs to 1NOrX. large Items can be scanned In parts. and the 
Images assembled using graphics software. Wet-preserved specimens can be 
scanned by placing them In a flat transparent container on the scanner bed. 
Sometimes the addiUon of nuld will help to maintain the shape and depth of the 
specimen. making the photo more accurate. 

Jean OeMouthe 
+14153218258:JdemoutheOcalacademy.org 
Poster presentation 

RealiSing new standards for wet collections facilities 

Dietrich. Elizabeth-: Crimm. Walt-· 
'Smlthsonlan lnstitullOfl - National Museum or Natural History. Museum Support Center Pod 5. 
Wasl'llogton. DC 20560·0534. USA 
.. EwtngCoie. 100 N 6th Street. Philadelphia. PA 9106, USA 

The National Museum of Natural History wet collections Include over 10.000,000 
specimens from invertebrate zoology. venebrate zoology. botany. biology and 
other collections In a variety of Jars held In a variety of spaces. Researchers, both 
In-house and from around the world. use these collections In spaces which have 
also become rather ad hoc The long delayed building of a new fadllty is 
underway. But prOviding new space fOf wet collections Invotves more than finding 
more space and finding the money to build It Current codes and safe work 
practices have huge Impacts on the size of space needed and the operational 
standards of how collections staff will be permitted to use the collections and the 
costs to fit out 
the space. 
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This session will use the case study of the design NMNH wet collections design to 
highlight the most significant issues that wi ll impact the planning and design of a 
new facility. In particular. lessons learned will Indude: 

• Impact of current codes • limitations of your site • Operational changes 
• Process for design to 'remember everything' • Costs of safety requirements 
• Benefits of benchmarking • Ergonomics of good design 

Session participants will hear about the evolution of the design and operations that 
will permanently affect how the NMNH can care for and use their colleaions. 

Elizabeth Dietrich and Walt Crimm 
+13012381008; Dletrlch.e@nmnh.sl.edu;+1 2156254656; wcrlmm@ewlngcole.com 
Oral presentation on Tuesday 14th June 

Risk zones for IPM: from concept to implementation 

Doyle. Adrian M,'"; Pinnlger, David·· 
· Palaeontology Conservation Unit, Natural History Museum, London, SW7 580, UK 
"83 Westwood Green. (oakham. Maidenhead, Berkshire, 516 9DE. UK 

A ban on the use of dlchlorvos fODVPJ In the UK resulted in a need to Implement 
an Integrated Pest Management (lPM) programme to protect vulnerable collections 
In storage areas and on display at the Natural History Museum. london. 

With such a large diverse collection In a complex serres of InterconnectIng bui ldings 
It was necessary to break the programme down Into sections. 

A key to thiS was the decIsion to define and adopt the concept of "Risk Zones" 
from high risk A, to low risk D. for aU areas of the museum. 

The paper desCribes the development of Ideas and subsequent implementation of 
the "Risk Zone" concept 

We will also make obselVations on the need to Identify priorities and the 
importance of training staff at all levels in pest awareness. 

Adrian M. Doyle and Dave Plnniger 
-+44 208 861 6389; a.doyle@nhm.8c.uk 
Oral presentation on Wednesday 15t h June 
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A new working group for integrated pest management 
in museums 

Duncan, NeW; Kronthal. llsa-: Mon k, Richard
·Dlvislon of Vertebrate Zoology; 
"Office of the Associate Dean of Science for Collections and 
••• Department of Mammalogy. American Museum of Natural HlstQ()'. 79th Street at Central Park 
West, New Yort, New York. 10024. USA 

The Integrated Pest Management Working Group was set up In 2002 as an ad hoc 
group of museum professionals dedicated to the development of pest 
management resources for the general museum community. Every museum is 
concerned about insect pests and many use IPM as a method for addressing these 
concerns. The group's goal Is not to rPM for each museum, but rather to focus on 
dellverables to make IPM easier for museum staff. All museums have similar 
challenges with regard to pest management; the aim of the group Is to help solve 
problems while alleviating the need for every museum to come up their own 
solutions. This presentation will describe some of the Initiatives beIng pursued by 
the group, Including the development of on-line resources for collections care 
personnel to use In Identifying potential or real threats to their collections; 
assessing the need for IPM databases: and developing training resources. both 
printed and electronic, for all museum staff with a pest management responsibility. 

Richard Mon k 
+12126695475: monk@amnh.org 
Poster presentation 

The state and status of geological collections in 
UK museums 

Fothergill, Helen v. 
Plymouth City Museum & Art Gallery, Drake Circus, Plymouth. DeYOf'l, Pl4 8AJ. UK 

The Geological Curators' Group. established In 1974. undertook a sUlVey In 1981 
Investigating the 'State and Status of Geology In United Kingdom Museums'. This 
sUlVey, the first of Its kind. set out to prOVide a snap-shot Impression of how the 
nation's geological collections were cared for, regarded, used and housed_ It 
allowed the Geological Curators' Group to focus Its members' efforts. innuenclng, 
where possible, policy decisions regarding the future of many 'at risk' collections 
and assisting museums In need to specialist curatorial adVice. 

In 2001 it was felt that more than enough time had elapsed since the original 
sUlVey, and that there was a need to repeat the process. explore other areas of 
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museum management. care and use of collections and compare. where able. the 
results from the two sUlveys 20 years apan. 

As the political climate has changed emphasis In many museums has been shIfting 
from scientific research and curation to 'lifelong learning', extended Intellectual and 
physical public access. digital and computerised documentation and virtual contact 
with collectfons. 

With access to new fundIng opportunities. museums have expanded and In some 
cases changed beyond all recognition. More funding appears to be available to aU, 
but with 4S% of respondees listIng lack of staff time or expertise as their biggest 
'threat', will the 'new' curators or collection managers be able to dedicate the 
resources to chasing these elusive funding streams and proving that they are 
meeting targets and performance indicators whilst maintaining often hIstorically 
and scientifically Important collections? 

The United Kingdom has a unique history In the field of geologIcal curaUon and 
collections. wIth many museums holding collections and specimens of un
recognised scientific and historIcal value. Should the herItage and culture 
community feel confidence in their contlnued care? What problems do we, the 
curators, perceive with the current 'State and Status' of the collections we hold 
In trust? 

The full 'State and Status of Geological Collections in United Kingdom Museums: 
2001' report will provide another 'snap-shot' of the UK's collections and explore 
how the position of these collections has changed In 20 years. 

Helen V. Fothe rgill 
+44 175 2 304765; nelen.fothe rglll@plvmouth.gov.uk 
Oral presentation o n Thursday 16t n June 

Outgoing exhibition loans: when you need more than 
a specimen invoice receipt 

Gambill. Vicki 
Natural HIstory Musarn of los Angeles County, 900 Exposltion Boulevard, los Angeles, CA. 90007. USA 

For the majority of the outgOing research loans from The Natural History Museum 
of los Angeles County, the Specimen/Object invoice and Receipt form serves as 
both the loan agreement and a receipl The borrower signs off on the conditions 
that are stipulated as part of this agreement at the time of delivery of the toan. 
However, many exhibition loans require more stringent conditions for packing. 
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shipping, display and Insurance. Tn such cases, the borrower must agree and sign 
off on these conditions before the actual shipment of specimens andlor objects. 
With this In mind, the Registrar's office of the Natural History Museum (NHM) 
created an Outgoing Loan Agreement and an Outgoing Receipt specifically 
designed for exhibition loans and other loans with special requirements. 

In June 2004, the museum lent a number of entomology, mammalogy, ornithology. 
and venebrate paleontology specimens to the (barakl Nature Museum, our sister 
museum in Japan. for (baraki's tenth anniversary exhibition. The Registrar and the 
Collection Managers completed the Outgoing Loan Agreements well In advance of 
actual shipment We clearly outlined the terms of shipping and Insurance as well as 
general handling and display conditions In the agreement Before packing, the 
Registrar and Collection Managers also completed outgoing condition reports and 
digital photo documentation for the specimens. A professional an packer, 
contracted for thIs loan. fabricated custom packing boxes and crates to our 
specifications. Professional an shippers handled the shipping of the specimens 
both In the United States and Japan. After six months, all speCimens retumed 
safely to their appropriate collections within the Museum. 

Vicki Gambill 
+44 213 763 3403; vg ambill@nnm.org 
Oral presentation on Tuesd ay 14tn June 

Bridging the gap: standards for the transfer of specimens 
from the field to the museum 

Garner. He at h; MacDona ld. Kathryn; Ca rrera, Juan Pablo; Baker. Robert J. 
Museum of Texas Technical UniverSity, BOl( 43 191. l ubbock. Texas 79409. USA 

Natural history museums owe their existence to the collections. in thiS sense, both 
researchers and museum professIonals are members of a team working to acquIre 
specimens and associated data to ensuring that the collection has maxImum value 
and is accessible for years to come. Problems associated with collection can be 
traced to one of three places: the field. the transition from field to museum, and 
the museum. Despite slight differences In philosophies. this team must work 
together to standardize methods thereby minimizing potentfal problems. 
Developing a dear line of communication Is the primary key In standardization of 
methods to obtain and process information. First each team must understand the 
duties and philosophy of the workers at each location. Inslghllnto the altemate 
team's perspective can be accomplished by allowing researchers a chance to 
participate In museum (uratlon while allowing museum professionals to participate 
in field collecting. Second. standards must be agreed upon to ensure uniform 
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collection methods among the various stages. The procedures must be written and 
available to workers at all stages as well as to other contrlbutfng collectors. 
Understanding how the specimens will be used In the museum allows the museum 
staff to properly organize [he collection. All protocols must be unanimous, 
documented. and shared among current and future staff and researchers, to ensure 
that the legacy of proper care of the collection will continue. likewise. problems 
that arise should be recorded so that polJcles can be adapted accordingly. In this 
manner, both museum professionals and researchers can be assured thal the 
collection will be valuable into perpetuity. 

Heath Garner and Kathryn MacDonald 
+18067422486; heath.garner@nu.edu. kathv.macdonald@ttu,edu 
Poster presentation 

Subject specialist networks - developing a subject specialist 
network for the natural sciences in the UK 

Gordon, Nick 
New Walk Museum & Aft Gallery, New Walk, leICester, tE l 7EA. UK 

One of the key drivers behind the formation of NatSCA was the recognition that 
natural sciences In Britain needed a stronger voice and would be better served by a 
larger organlsatfon rather than a number of disparate groups. While NatSCA has a 
national scope, producing publications, organising meetings, seminars and training, 
Il was recognIsed that that there was a clear need for a national network of natural 
SCience curators and Institutions to take projects forward on a local. regional and 
nauonallevel. 

A framework partnership was developed to suppon a grant bid. Including The 
Natural History Museum. National Museums and Galleries, Merseyslde. and 
museums from the Regional Hubs. The aIm of the bid was to develop a framework 
for a national network based on the major regions of the UK. At the time of writing 
(March 2005) the first meetings were being organised. This paper will conSider the 
progress to date, Issues that have been raised and the priority areas Identified for 
the Network to address. 

Nick Gordon 
+44 116 225 4901; gordn001 ®lelcerter.gov.uk 
Oral presentation on Wednesday 1Sth June 
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lost brachiopods-found in Dublin 

Gray. Cr6na N.*: Sigwart. Julia D.-I; Monaghan. Nigel T." 
' Natlonal Museum of Ireland. Natural HlstorV Division. MerMan Street. DubUn 2, Ireland 
NUnlverslly College Dublin, Department of Zoology. Belfield. Dublin 4. !leland 

Brachiopods are living fossils, with a fossil record that extends more than 500 
million years. They are common In the fossil record of marine sediments and are 
still alive today bulln greatly reduced diversity. The presence of brachiopod 
specimens in palaeontological coliecUons Is generally Indicative of the overall 
strength of Invertebrate fossil holdings. Brachiopods are of particular Interest not 
only for their evoluUonary history and biology, but as tools for dating the age of 
sediments poor in microfossils. 

The National brachiopod collection of Ireland held In the Natlonal Museum of 
Ireland (Natural HIstory DMslon; NMINH) has been almost completely inaccessible 
for more than 40 years due to collections moves and chroniC under4 stafflng. Now. 
for the fIrst time. we present a survey of fossil and Recent material. The central 
purpose of this assessment was to make details of the material4 1ndudlng a 
substantial number of type specImens of Ordovician and Carboniferous 
brachiopods-available to researchers worldwide. Our assessment covered the 
diversity and representation of groups through geological time, fndudlng Recent 
speCimens In the NMINH zoological collections. Various historical collections 
contribute to the NMINH holdings, Including Sir R. Griffith and more recently J.e. 
Harper. New analysis of the geographical distribution of samples In Ireland and 
Great Britain illuminates patlems in historical collecting and palaeofaunal diversity. 
This poster portrays the localities and ages of the specimens in the collections. The 
Information provided will help potential researchers by better informing them of 
the collection available for research In the NMINH. Survey results have also 
enabled Museum staff to develop a comprehenSive strategy for Improving 
collections housing and future development 

Cr6na Gray and Julia Slgw.IIrt 
graycn@oceanfree.net 
Porter presentation 
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"I am beginning my research; what shall I do with my 
geological specimensr - a note of advice: re-assessing 
and re-emphaslsing the Tunnicliff (1983) paper 

Green. Owen R 
Departmenlof Earth Sdences, UnIversIty of OlCford, Parks Road, OJlford, OXl l PR, UK 

Over twenty years ago Steve Tunnlcllff (then of the [nstltute of Geological 
Sciences. later British Geological Survey) authored a paper for the Natural 
environment Research Council (NERO detailing advice and guidance to graduate 
students embar1dng upon new geological research on how to ensure their specimen 
collection was not misused or lost to science. The paper offered practical advice to 
'supervisors, students and research workers' on how to Initiate a project and 
organise their research collections 'In such a way as to make them useful. easily 
understood by others. and acceptable to the museums or institutions where Lhey 
are to be housed'. 

Unfortunately. many graduate studenlS. and post-graduate students remaIn 
unaware of the Importance of generating and donating a wel1-curated collection 
upon completion of their research. The recognition of well-curated geological 
collections as national assets and an Irreplaceable sdenUflc resource necessitates 
re-emphasising the guidance advocated by Tunnidff to a new generation of 
students. many of whom receIve funding from research bodies other than NERC 
In addition to reinforcIng the training of curatorial and specimen conservation 
techniques to new graduate and Masters students (MRes, 4th year undergraduate's 
and taught MSc course) commencing research projects that generate a collection 
of specimens (sensu lato: Includes all materials from which research data has been 
generated: rock thin sealons. powders. digital Imag~. software programmes) It Is 
essential to Indude guidance on field collecting. This should rndude advice on 
safety In the field and the obtaining of collecting permits, permission from the 
relevant authonties to collect and If reqUired. to export specimens for scientific research. 

Welt documented collectIons form a scIentific data-base that Is SUitable for long 
term preservation. It is proposed that aspects of the trainIng. such as specimen 
conservation methodologies and preferred documentation (numbering and 
naming) procedures. should be made available to students via theIr Research 
Institution. Museum Collection Centre or Funding Bodies web-Site. Professional 
organisations with a vested Interest. such as the Geological Curators Group, SOCiety 
for the Preservation of Natural History Collections. Palaeontological Association and 
Geological Society of london. may also be In a position to host or have links for 
this InformatIon on their web sites.. or dIsseminate 'hard-copy' to students. 

Owen Green 
+44 186 527 2071; oweng®earth.o x.ac.uk 
Oral presentation on Thursday 16th June 
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Notes on conservation tests of failing Collembola 
(Insecta) micro-slide mounts 

Gunter. Mellssa-; Brown, Paul A." 
·Royal College of An I Victoria and Albert Museum Con~Uon Programme. V&A Museum. 
Cromwell Road. london, 5W7 2RL UK 
··Department or Entomofogy. The Natural History Ml.I5eum. Cromwell Road. london. SW7 SBD, UK 

Insect cuticle and Canada balsam have very Similar refractive Indexes. Its use as a 
mounting medium was discouraged In the past because the fine structures of 
Insect specimens tend to be Invisible using normal light microscopy. Before It was 
established that phase contrast miCroscopy could overcome the refractive Index 
problem. many new mounting media with contrasting refractive Indexes were used 
to Improve the visibility of the specimens. However. most of these have been 
proven to be unstable compared with Canada balsam. ThiS project was designed to 
determine a conservation method to rescue deteriorating CoUembola microscope 
slide mounts at Lhe Natural History Museum. london and to establish whether such 
malerlal could be successfully remounted In archlvally proven Canada balsam. In 
many cases, the mounting media used In these slide mounts was not known for certaIn 

Melissa Gunter 
+44 207 942 5196; P.Brown®nhm.ac.uk 
Poster Presentation 

Connecting and enabling broad discovery and access 
to geoscience data and information sets of 
Natural Resources Canada 

Hardy. Iris A.-: Dougherty, Jean"· 
-Geological Survey of Caoada. P. o . Box 1006. Bedford InsUlute of Oceanography. Dartmouth. 
Nova Scotia. Canada B2Y 4A2 
'·601 Boolh Street, Ottawa. Ontario. Canada 1(1 A OE8 

GeOscience collections and associated data form the foundation of basiC and 
applied research conducted by the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC). This 
foundation is the basis on which geological research can be vaUdated. and If 
geoscience collectlons and associated data are properly documented. they can be 
used as an Invaluable resource for curreOl and future research programs. The GSC 
community has amassed an enormous wealLh of data and associated collections. 
over the past one hundred and sixty years - these collections would be costly to 
replace and many are Irreplaceable. The collections. the associated data and their 
resulting publications are assets which must be recognized as a critical component 
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of all research Within the G5C. Management of these collealons are presently being 
re~evaluated as a means to Improve corporate govemance and funding under one 
corporate program ramer than by divisions or centres of e.xceflence. Therefore a 
corporate Collections Information Management System (C1MS) Is presently being 
developed and will Integrate a laboratory Information Management System 
(LlMSI, a Field Information Management System (FIMS), a sample Tracking System 
and together will be accesslble online through a common corporate database 
system known as the Geoscience Data Repo5ltory (GDRI, This Will require the 
seamless transfer of Information from the field. lhrough the labs. to the archtves 
and linked online to this data repository (GDR). To facilitate this transition Into the 
GDR, the develope" of each of these systems will need to create appropriate 
corporate standards and proloc~s with direct Input from the originators or fIeld 
geoscientists. lab pers<>nneJ and managers. and collection managers r rom across 
the Geok)glc.al Survey. This poster presentation Is an attempt to provide an 
overview or this evolVing process that has laken place from 2003 to 2005, and 
a"'culates the "'Slon of the GSC Collection< Commlnee for the long-term 
management of these national collections beyond 2005_ 

Iris A. Hardy 
. 1902.266127; IHa rdyeNRCan.gc..ca 
Poster Presentation 

Data format standards for existing documentation 
and databases 

Harpham. Shirley 
Dtptrtmenlof MtlYopoiogy. 13- IS H M Tory BulIdIng.lk1lvm1ty of AIbert~ Edmonton.Aberta. 
ean.daT6G2H4 

Documentation standards, data entry standards. cataloguing standards. etc.., all 
contain descnpuons of theoretical minimum or best praalces for setting up 
databases. Some. but not all standards documents also have a list of actual rules of 
syntax. spelling, and so on, that set out the requirements to actually put the 
standards Into practfce for recording and enterfng data. These standards and rules 
are presented In a rorm to facilitate designing a new database. but 'Nhat happens 
when the data and storage already eXiSts? Most of us are not starting our 
collecting tomorrow. aher we get our standaJds all set. As Well, many of us are on 
our third or founh computer database We were told that the data could be 
migrated easity. but that didn't seem to take Into aCCOlKll all the reorganization that 
would be required to bring everything up to a single set of standards and 
formatting rules. We are basically left with the cleanup. 
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Is there an easy way to do this? Probably not Is It POSSible to design tools that 
aSSist With the cleanup? Maybe. It Is at least POSSlbfe to design a strategy of steps 
and processes to faclhtate cleanup. This would Include studying standards 
documents and chOOSing several as primary sources; determining what fields are 
most In need of work looking at exlsUng data In the fieJd; setting standards and 
formatting rules: breaking cleanup Into small steps or tasks; product/on of data 
dictionaries. data entry manuals. and online prompts or helps: and adoption or 
creation of conlrolted vocabularfes; data authorities or hierarchies. Work needs to 
proceed With one flekl at a time If possible. or flekl groups; however a strategy that 
would work for multiple fields would be desirable. A strategy appropnate for 
multiple Institutions could assist with data compatibility and would be useful to 
agencies that distribute data from multiple reposltories. 

Shirley Harpham 
+17804921138; shlrley.harpham8 ul lberu.g 
Or.1 presentation on Thursday 16th June 

From the ledger to the web - Bringing the collections 
of the North Carolina State Museum of Natural Sciences 
to the 21 st Century 

Hogue, Gabriela M.: Raine. Jon.than A. 
NCSM Research Labor.tlOt'y. 4301 Reedy Creek Road. Raleigh. NC 27607. USA 

The North Carolina State Museum of Natural Sciences (NCSM) Research and 
Collections section Is made up of eight units: Mammals, Birds. Reptiles and 
Amphibians, Flshe. Invertebrates, Paleontology, Invertebrate Paleontology, and 
GeokJgy. Each section has unique criteria for cataloging specimens. Prior to this 
project only a few of these collections had preexISting non-relational databases, 
Therefore, over the last several years, we have undertaken the task of establishing 
relational databases that meet the myrtad of reqUirements for each lXllt'S collection 
but stili allow for the data to be complied In one master database. This database 
will ultimately be converted Into a web-based format that Is searchable by 
researchers and the general pubk NCSM had specific database requirements that 
needed to be met These Included that the technology be robust enough to 
advance w>th advancJng technologies. thallt allow for Importlng from and 
exportlng to mulUple types of software, and that the final produa be appropriate 
for users with varying degrees or computer knowfedge. It was also imperatiVe that 
the produa Inaease effidency In ClItaloglng, generaUng repons, and In handling 
any other data requests. We began by purchasing an Access-based existing 
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framework from the Florida Museum of Natural History. We then developed 
database standards among and Within the units. created a strong support system of 
dlctJonaries. and established guidelines to minimize data entry error. In order to 
eliminate the POSsibility of data k>ss. NCSM also took several steps to ensure that 
data Is stored In selJeral formalS and locations. on Site and off site. Currently. seven 
of the eight sections have functional databases. While several are stili under 
development. they are functional for data entry and storage. To date. over 76.000 
lots of specimens and 49,000 localities have been entered. 

Gabrle'a M. Hogue 
. 1 919 733 7450 ext 761; Gabrlela.Hogue8ncmall.net 
Poster presentltlon 

The United States Exploring Expedition botanical 
specimens: the story continues 

Hollenberg. linda A. .... Hawks, Cat harine /It.. -. 8ell. Deborah A." 

·Smlthsonlao Instllunon. Natlonal Museum d Natural History, Botany Depanment. 
P.Q Box 31012, Mile 166, Washington. DC 20013-7012, USA 
"·Conservator. 2419 Barbour Road. Fans Church. Virginia 22043. USA 

In the mid 19th century. the U.S. Exploring Expedition was launched under the 
command of Ueutenant Charles Wilkes. During their four-year voyage (1838-
18421. the sl, ships traveled 87.000 miles. clrcumnavlgaUng the globe. The 
expedrtlon completed exten~ve mapping surveys of the Paclne Ocean Islands. the 
Oregon Coast. and Antarctica. confirmIng Its existence as a continent NIne 
"scJentlflcs: or scientists. were taken along to collect natural history specimens.. 
The botanical collections. estJmaled to be nearty SO.OOO dried plant specimens 
representing almost 10.000 species, were by far the largest collection Bartlett 
(1940) commented thal the efforts of the expeditIon scientists "enabled America 
to take a place WIth the leading European nallons- as a partner In the development 
of world science." The U.S. explorIng ExpeditiOn colleaJons were housed at various 
locations prior to being transferred to the SmithsonIan Institution In 1858, forming 
the orIgInal basis of the U.S. National Herbarium. 

Itls 'juspected that the specimens were treated with mercuric chloride to control 
biodeterioratlon by Inseas and fungi during the expedition. this treatment has 
resulted in several is.sues far these specimens. Over tlme. the mercuric chloride on 
the sheets can undergo a series of reaOlons resulting In a progressive darkening of 
the mounting paper and specimen labels for many of these collealon~ Beginning 
In the 1980',. while the original labels were stili legible. new labels duplicating the 
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the Smithsonian collections In the late 1990's. Catharine Ha~ developed a 
protocol for removing the black stains from the labels ta reveal specimen data. 

Another Issue Is the off-ga'slng of elemental mercury vapor by the expedition 
collectIons, confirmed by use of a Jerome Mercury Vapor Analyzer. Safety and 
health Issues were extensively reviewed. and It was determined that when 
herbarium cases are opened. timed ventilation of the cabinets Is effective In 
dissipating the built-up mercury vapor. Additionally. Catharine Hawks et al. (20041 
developed an inexpensive method to test for the presence of mercury vapor In 
specimen cabinets by using a commercially avaUable mercury indIcator powder. 
orr -gassing of the expedltJon collections can affect specimens. not treated With 
mercur1c chlande. Because of this probtem. as wen as other collection-related 
i'jsues, the expedition specimens are being removed from the general herbarium 
and consolidated as a separate collection. When a spedmen is pulled. it 15 placed In 
a MlcroChamber" folder. which captures gaseous pollutants and volatile aCids. 
Tests using a Jerome Analyzer have shown that the MlcroChamber''' folders are 
effective In trapping mercury vapor. The type specimens from thiS expedition have 
been Inventoned and digitally Imaged. with both the data and Images available 
online. Future plans Indude Inventorying and digital Imaging the general 
collectlons from this expedition. 

linda Hollenberg 
. 1 202633 093: hollenlOsl.edu 
Poster presentation 

Integrated collection care at the National Museum of Wales 

Horik. Jan."; Howlett. Pe l .... ~ Carte r. Jullan-: Buttler, Caroline-
• Department of Geology, NatIOnal Museum of Wales. CMelIff. CF 10 3NP, Wales. UK 
•• Department of BIOdIvefs./ty & Systematic Bfok,gy, NatIOnal Museum of Wales. Cardiff. 
(flO 3NP, Wales. UK 

The National Museum or Wales holds. In the order of 2.4 million natural history 
specImens. within eight mal" collectIng areas. Over the last ten years the institute 
has developed an effecuve Integrated Collection Care programme for these 
collections. to optimise theIr use and preservation. 

Success In implementing the programme Is attributed to the close Interaction 
between collection managers. conservation officers and specialist curators. Each 
major sub-collectlon area has a dedicated collectlon manager (e.g. mineralogy & 
petrology. palaeontology. mollusc. entomology. venebrate zoology. cryptogamic 
botany), and major collection areas a Conservation Officer (e.g. geology. zoology. 
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botany). Both streams of staff have a retevant science background. and secondary 
training In collection management or conservation. 

Organisationally the process Is underpinned by overvarchlng policies that provide a 
dear statement of what the National Museum of Wales organisations alms to 
denver. These are translated into operational guidelines via generic. museum-wide 
procedures for all aspects of collection care, customised for each major collection 
area. Both policy and procedure are revised on a regular basis and topical 
collections care Issues discussed through the Collection Management Group, 
composed of Collection Managers and conservation and documentation unit 
representauves. 

The strengths of thls the approach taken are considered La be: 

(I) The presence of conservation staff within the curatorial department 
This, faahtates greater cooperation In identifying prfortty areas of woric and 
provides a greater conservation presence within the collection areas to deal 
with day·to-day conservation Issues. 

(II) Implementatlon of standards which acknowledge and build on existing local 
areas of best practice. 

(iii) The Collenlon Management Group which Is able to respond to issues which 
directly Impact on the collection and the work of conservators 
and collection managers. As the Museum holds collections outside the natural 
sciences this enables the transfer of skills, experience, and best practice from 
other diSCiplines. 

Best practice has been developed and reviewed through three main routes: 

(I) Formal and informal training of staff and suppOrt for attainment of 
professional accredItation (e.g. AeR. AMA). 

(II) Development of a set more broadly though the Group by the wnting of 
collection management procedures drawn up by practitioners representing the 
Collect1on Management Group. 

(Iii) Through In-house collection management trainIng. 

Jana Horik or Peter Howlett 
+44292 057 3373/3233: Jana.hora". nmgw.lc.uk 01 peter.howlett8 nmgw .• c.uk 
Orlll presentltion on Thursday 16th June and poster 
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Darwin Centre Phase Two: uniting a state of the art 
collections store with a 'shop window on science' 

Huxley. Rob: Fitton. Mike 
The Natural History Museum. london SW7 580. UK 

In the 1990s two threads of thought came together In the NHM: a) an urgent need 
to replace the spIrit building and provide pest-proof storage for entomological and 
botanIcal collections, and b) a desire to engage the public with the NHM's science 
and Its vast unseen collectIons. The result was the award winning Darwin Centre. 
opened In 2002 and housIng the spirit collections and facilities for the Zoology 
DepartmenL The Phase One bUilding set new standards. in fire engineering for 
Instance. and gave publIc access to collections and research in Innovative ways. 
Many ~sons were learned and the degree to which Ideal standards could be met 
varied. Also. the decisk>n to make Phase One acceSSible to the visJting public was 
taken at a relatiVely late stage. Phase Two (DC2) would provide much needed 
accommodation for botanical and entomological collection ... and curatonal and 
research facilities and take the pubUc access concept a stage funher. The rlrst step 
In design development involved a 'test fit' to see how many collections could be 
reasonably accommodated. given the constraints of the site and our aspirations to 
meet new standards. What worked In Phase one would not necessarily work in 
Phase 2. The desIgn was selected by architectural competition. 

From the outset the DC2 project had the aIm of providIng unprecedented public 
access to the NHM's scIentific work as well as accommodating the Botany and 
Entomology departments. In the words of our then Director of Science. Phase Two 
would be "a large·scale and dynamic resource that will be recognIsed throughout 
the world for Its standards and utility". Working with the architects. engineers and 
other members of the DC2 team It quickly became apparent that we faced a 
difficult not to say Impossible. challenge. It was at times a fraught and frustrating 
process. MechanIsms for management of the Interfaces between the science 
departments and the design team did not always work well. Aspirations changed or 
were trimmed and difficult decl'ilons had to be made to get the best out of the site 
and the budget 

Phase Two will be a stnklng building with the functionality that we need. The 
completed desIgn includes storage for the Insect and flowenng plant collections. 
research and curatorial facilities, a range of laboratories, a UK bIodiversity centre, a 
studiO space for Interactive events for the public and a public route through the 
building giving access to the collections, curatlon and research. 
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this presentatlon looks at the development of the Darwin Cenue concept and the 
role of collections standards. It aims to give an Inslghllnto the process of design 
development of Phase Two and to describe the resuiL 

Rob Huxley and Mike Fitton 
+44207 9425" 8. +44 207 942 5710; r.huxleyenhm.ac.uk. m.f1ttonOnhm.ac.ulc: 
Oral presentation on Tuesday 14th June 

Re-houslng and condition surveying at DMNS - the long road 
toward standards for the anthropology collections 

Johnson, Rynthill 
Denver MU:SaJm of Nature & ScIence. 2001 Colorado Boulevard. Denver, CO 80205, USA 

Beglnnlng In the late 1980's, the Denver Museum of Nature & Sdence has been 
woritlng toward consistent and regular funding to support the standards for 
collections care that the museum profesSion has established. Recognizing that re
housing plans. new storage mounts. light surface cleaning and condition surveys 
can all fit together as a complementary unit the Anthropology Department has 
worked with the Conservation Departmenllo successfully apply for a series of 
Institute of Museum & Ubrary Services Conservation Project Suppon grants. First 
the Conservator assessed the existing storage conditions and then with the help of 
the depanmental CoUealons Managers developed a long range prioritized plan for 
the entire Institution. For each grant they have relied on the established priority list 
to decide collection focus. 

I will go over the highlights of six Anthropology grants and dIscuss the relationship 
of eac.h to collections care standards. 

1992-1 993 conditIon surveys. 5torage mounts and re~houslng for the African 
and Amazonian collections 

1994-1995 condition surveys. deanlng. 5lorage mounts and re-houslng for the 
Nonh American Indian ceremonial and festal collection 

1995~ 1996 condition surveys. pest ueatment. 5lorage mounts and re-houslng 
for Kachina dolls and Native American masks, 

1997· 1998 condition surveys of the 1600 most Imponant artifacts 
in the Native American Collections 
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2002-2003 condltlon survey5. cleaning, analysis and re·roillng of 
North American Indian Textiles 

2004-2005 condltlon surveys. 5l0rage mounts, analysis and re-housing for the 
Southeast Asian costumes and accessories 

The grants have ranged f(Om $25-$30.000 with the museum providIng a match 
with staff and volunteer time. money to purchase high quality cabinets. and other 
material costs. I will also discuss the challenge or lrylng lo Slay current with the 
ever changing world of archival suppfles and materials. We have also made some 
projects Into opportunIties for documentation cteanup. lexicon Improvement. 
object analysis and curatorial InpUlln !tum, fourteen years of DMNS projects 
provide a good case study of not only deeply rooted standards for quality natural 
history care and management but also the successful search for money and staff to 
Implement those standards. 

Rynth. Johnson 
., 303 70-6383; Rynth. Johnsonedmnl.org 
0,.1 presentation on Thursd.y 16th June 

Analysis and conservation of fish taxidermy f rom the 
collection of the Zoological Museum of Athens University 

Kl ndrl, Angellkl: KalSarou. Demetra: M alea. Katerlna 
Technological Educatlonallnst ltutlon or Athens. Department of Conservation of AnUquttJes 
& WOfks of Art. Ag. Spyrldonos Su .• GR- 122 10, Greece 

The Zoological Museum of Athens University since Its foundation In 1858 has been 
developing a collection that Is conSidered to be the oldest and richest In Greece. 
In this paper a detailed descrlpUon of the analysis and the conservaUon procedure 
of a taxidermy fish !5aImonldae) belonging to the collect,on of the Zoological 
Museum of Athens lkllve"lty, will be presented. 

The salmon. dating back to 19th century. was brought for conservation to the 
Laboratory of Conservation of OrganiC Materfals. Department of Conservation of 
Antiquities & Works of Art. TEl of Athens, The fish was placed In a frame and hung 
for some time before befng stored In unconuolled envlronmenlal conditions. 
During Its display vamlsh and a paint layer were applied onto the fish, The head of 
the fish was cut and previous restoratlon attempt using paper as a support media 
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was shown to have completely failed. The whole object was covered with dust and 
apart from lears and deformation of the main body, a dtscolourauon was observed 
due to oxldaUon of the overlying vamlsh. 

Before any conservation attempt. It was considered necessary to estJmate the 
condition of the object using physiochemical methods and then to test the 
conservation materials that would be used. Estimation of the collagen state of 
preservation was done by the determination of the acidity and by measuring the 
shrinkage temperature of the fish skin. By means of Gas Chromatography and 
F.T.J,R.. oils and the type of varnish applied were determined. 

Using a Scanning Electron Microscope coupled with an E.OX analyzer the stuffing 
malettal was Identified. Conservation ueatment indueled: 

Detachment of the fish from the r rame 
Cleaning of the surface of the fish skin 
Removal of the old restoration remains 
Removal of the stuffing material from the body and the head 
Humidification and reshaping of the deformed parts and of the enUre body 
Rejoining of the detached parts 
Filling the missing parts 
Replacement of the supporting and the stuffing material 

Although lack of records Is a common phenomenon for old natural history 
collections. modem methods of analysis can provlde useful information about 
previous treatments. estimation of state of preservation. and can influence 
guidelines for conservation. In this paper the conservation treatment. the problems. 
the analyses and suggestions about the storage andlor exhibition condiUons are 
described In detail. 

Katerlna M. le. 
kmale •• tel.th.gr 
Oral presentlUon on Thursd.y 16th June 
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Museum collections and molecular-genet ic Investigations 

Knlc, Amra-'S; H.mmond. John B.W.I: Johnston. David ..... : 
Merrett. Nigel R.-; Crlmmen. Olive,· 
-Department of Zoology. The Natural History Museum. Cromwell Road. london. SW7 580. UK 
.Faculty for Applied ScIence, North East Surrey CoIege ofTedvloIogy (NESCOn. Relgate Road. 
Ewell. Epsom. Surrey, 1eT17 30S. UK 
§lnstJlUle for Genetlc engineering and B1otechnology (lNGES)' 
Kernal 8e9O"a 1 0, 71 000 Sarajevo. Bosn1a and Herzegovina 

Mrnecular data was obtained rrom preserved nsh specimens deposited in the 
collections of the Natural History Museum, london. Successful molecular 
Investigations were performed on fiheen and twenty year old specimens of 
formalin-fixed. deep-sea fish Nezumia (Nezumla aequalis and N. mlcronychocion; 
family Macrourldae) - species that were genetically uncharac<erlsed and with no 
available DNA sequence data, Preliminary molecular studies were also carried out on 
rour-year-old mackerel specimens (Scomber scombrus: Scombrtdae) fixed In a 
variety of different alcohol and formal1n-based preservaUves. It represents a well
studied species. for which nuclear and mitochondrial gene sequences are available. 
The mackerel samples were collected, preserved and stored in the Museum 
exdusively for molecular-geneUc investigations In order to determine the most 
appropriate protocols ror DNA extraction from tissues exposed to different 
preservatives. 

These InvesUgations required the development and adopUon of different strategies 
for molecular analysis that prlmarlly depended on: (1) availability of molecular 
Information. and (2) quality of the extracted DNA. In general. It was much more 
dlfflcullto perform molecular Investigations in the Nezumla study due to very 
damaging effect of formalin on the quality and yield of extracted DNA In 
conjunction with the absence of existing molecular InformaUon. The Imtial 
molecular data produced on Nezumfa aequalls and N. m/cronychodon was validated 
with addlUonal formalin-fixed. DMSO- and ethanol-preserved samples. Specific PCR 
pnmers were deslgned. and reproducible DNA sequences were submitted to the 
GenBank nucleiC acid database under accession numbers: AY826774 - AY826792. 
These molecular data derived from museum specimens are me first on any 
member of the genus Nezumla which currently contains approximately 50-60 
specIes. The second study (on mackerel) involved testing the protocols for DNA 
extraction and testing the success of PCR ampliflcaUons against known targeted 
nuclear and mlLOchondrlal sequences. 

Amra Kazlc 
+44 207 942 S760/6122! amr.klllkClyahoo.com and amrkenhm.ac.uk 
Poster presentaUon 
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Care of petrology collections at the National Museum 
of Wales 

Kerbey, Helen. c.; Horak, Jana M. 
Mineralogy & Peltology Section, Department of Geology, NaUonal Museum of Wales, Cardiff, 
CF10 3NP, UK 

The National Museum of Wales (NMW) has around 60.000 minerai and petrology 
specimens ranging from hand specimens and thIn sectIons to borehole cores and 
display quality minerals. Museum policy requires that all collections are managed 
according to best praalce and this presentation outlInes how this has been 
Implemented In the petrology and mineralogy collectIons. 

The first stage of collection care Is a pre-acquisition evaluation of the resources 
required to store, conserve and curate the specimens. Included withIn thIs process, 
and penlnent to mineralogy and peuology speCimens. Is hazard checking. 
Radroaa.ive. cardnogenic, and toxic specimens. If IdenUfted. may stili be acquired 
bUl require packaging, labelling and secure storage, 
Petrology specimens are classified using International nomenclature such as the 
lUGS Subcommission on the Systematics of fgneous Rocks (e,g, le Maitre, 2002). 
Specimens with unconventional names such as "Skomer1te~ are reclaSSified, 
although traditional or colloquial names are recorded separately allowing general 
terms such as 'Campan rose- (marble) or 'Stonesfleld Slate' (limestone) to be used, 
The minerai collection Is classified and stored using the Hey system (3rd edition. 
Clarke. 1993). 

Rocks are stored by geographical subdivisions (e.g. Wales, England) and within each 
of these by acquisition order. Although this may appear a highly unsophisticated 
system, as all specimens are held on elewonlc Inventory, it has proved the most 
effiCient method of access, Environmental conditions (typically 18-23~C and 45-
55% R H) are not an Issue to most petrology spedmens, Those requlrtng conditions 
ouLSlde this range, such as pyritlferous rocks and many minerai specimens, are 
stored In customised microctlmates. Rock hand specimens are stored In add-free 
trays In closed, static wooden cabineLS with large specimens stored In hand-made 
'corex' boxes or 'tyvek' cove~ with abrasion resistant labels, Borehole cores 
acquired in large wooden crates are cleaned and repacked Into lightweight standard 
card boxes enabling them to be stored on pallelS. The minerai collection Is housed 
In roller racking and consequently requires a much higher level of paci<aglng than 
the petrology collections to prevent abraSion of specimens. 
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Use of these standards supports a high level of care while enabling access to be 
maximised. Performance indicators provide a guide to Improvements In the 
standards of care and Collection Care Procedures and the Disaster Plan exist to 
minimise risks and support the long-term preservation of the collections In our care. 

Helen Kerbey 
+44 292 057 3367: Helen.Kerbey@nmgw,ac.uk 
Post er presentation 

Preserving an extant Araucarla ~one for exhibit 

Klise. linda: Sease, Catherine 
Peabody Museum of Nawral HiStory, Yale University, 
170 WhItney Ave.. New Haven, CT 06520-8118, USA 

While developing a permanent exhibit on pel1lfied araucarlan wood from Arizona, 
the Yale Peabody Museum's Paleobotany Division found itself In a quandary. As 
part of this exhibit a nearly ripe seed cone of extant Araucarfa was obtained for 
comparison to fossil cones. Extant conifer cones present unusual challenges for 
preservation, and our Immediate concern was to prevent this cone from 
disintegrating. Traditionally, such cones have been wrapped in wire or 
sometimes string, which Is unsightly and has not always been successful. 
However, aher consultatlon with the Peabody Museum's Conservator, it was 

deCided to undertake an alternative method and wrap the cone in a finely 
woven silk fabriC called Crepeline. Following this. the cone was then soaked In ethyl 
alcohol. Immersed In glycerol and drIed In an oven, The exhIbit opened In June 
2003. and after nearly two years on display, this cone Is stIli intact and shows no 
signs of deterioration, 

Unda Klise 
+' 2034]2 3190: IInda.kllse~yale.edu 
Poster presentation 
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Adopting a conservation methodology In the 
Investigation and application of Conservare OH 100N 

for consolidating fragile dinosaur bone 

Kronthal. lIsa-; Bisulca, Chrlstina- ; Davidson. Amy"· 
-Natural Sdences ConservaUon. American Museum of 
Natural History, 79lh Street at Central Park West New York. New YOO;, 10024.LJSA 
•• Winterthur/University of Oelaware Program In Art Conservation, 
Winterthur. Delaware. 19735, USA 
••• DIvision of Paleontology, American Museum of Natural History, 
79th Street at Central Park West. New York, New York, 10024, USA 

The American Museum of Natural History In collaboration with the Mongolian 
Academy of Science has been excavating the locality Ukhaa T olgod, Mongolia. 
a site rich In late Cretaceous dinosaur specimens. Much of the fossil bone, 
although well preserved. Is very fragile. porous and weak due to loss of aU organic 
components yet lack of permlneralizatlon of void space. These specimens require 
a combination of meticulous and challenging preparation techniques and 

manipulation of consolidants In order to strengthen the bone enough to be 
completely removed from surrounding sediment Even with such creative 
combinations, the results were limited and sometimes unsuccessful. prlmarlty due 
to the lack of full penetration of the consolldant An Investigation was undertaken 
Into the potential use of Conservare OH 1 oo '~ for the consolidation and preparation 
of these specimens using methodologies and approached developed In the field 
of art and artifact conservation. These Include thorough examinatIon and 
documentation of the specimen condition. Investigation Into potentlal treatment 
altematlves, analysis of aging properties. compatibility. and best practices for 
treatment and application. This approach allowed for two exceedingly fragile 
speCimens. Including the type specimen Clrfparl osmolskae to be safely. easily and 
quickly prepared USing the Conservare OH 100 ". 

Christina Blsutca 
+1302 5474041; christlnablsulca@aolcom 
Poster presentation 
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Standardisation within a genetic resource collection: 
perspectives from the Natural Science Research Laboratory. 
Museum of Texas Tech University 

MacDonald. Kathryn; Garner. Heath; Catrer • • Juan Pablo; eake r, Robert J. 
Museum ofTex<ls Tech Unlverslly. 80x 43191. lubbock. Texas 79409, USA 

Although cryogenic collections are now an essential part of many natural history 
museums. Initially. despite great foresight of those that established them. museum 
staff were unsure of the best way to house and organIze these unIque ancillary 
collections. HistorIcally. the time and money were often focused first on the more 
Immediate Importance of voucher collections and secondarily on the curation of 
tissue collectIons. As a resulL genetic resource collections ohen utilized many 
different organization and numbering systems. Despite more standardized methods 
for housing and collectfon of vital tissues today. there stili seems to be no one 
standard for the documentation. arrangement. and housing for these collections. [n 
2003. the Natural Science Research laboratory. Museum of T e.xas Tech UniversIty 
began a project to Inventory and reorganize their Genetic Resource Collection. a 
collection established In the late 1 gOO's and consisting of over 200.000 vials. The 
staff made the decision to establish curatlon protocols for the tissues that would 
minImize future problems. lack of standardization wIthin the collection has arisen 
from several sources 1) No written protocols within collecting procedures In the 
past led to multiple numbering systems. dIfferent lube types. and different labeling 
procedures 2) Revolvlng student staff resulted In multiple organizational and 
tracking systems 3) lack of time prevented problems being solved at the time of 
discovery. A review of other sImilar collections provided Insight however. the final 
methodology was decided only when we examined our vision for the use. curatlon. 
and growth of the collectIon. While the project Is approxImately 60% complete. the 
time for processing a loan has been drastically reduced. Although a limIted budget 
prevents use of ideal methods at times. a functional system. documented In a 
procedures manual. has been established. 

Heath Garner and Kathryn MacDonald 
.1 806742·2486; heath.garnerOttu.echr. kathy.macdonald@ttu.edu 
Oral presentation on Tuesday 14th June 
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Scripts for zooming images on the web and other simple 
t ools for supporting image databases 

Macklin, James ~ Morris, Paul J. 
Tile Academy of Natural ScIences, 1900 BenjamIn Franklin Parlcway, Phlladelphla. PA 19103, USA 

As digital Imaging technology Improves and prices decrease many images of 
natural history collection objects are accumulating and being placed online. 
Managing large image collections and serving Images of collection matenals to the 
world In a manner that makes them useful to the sclenUflc community presents 
significant challenges. The open source community has developed powerful 
software tools for Image manipulation. This software can easily be used to manage 
and manipulate large sets of Images. We discuss a lOolkit for automated handling 
of large numbers of images and manlpulaUon of web selYed Images by linking 
Image flies With database records of Image metadata and spedmen data. 

One open source package for image manipulation IS ImageMagick. 
ImageMaglck can, from the command line. convert. resize. filter. and annotate 
Image files. ImageMaglck commands (and native Image handling functions) can 
be Incorporated Into program code In a scripting language such as perl or PHP. 
Scripting languages can connect to a database. so Information from a database 
can be added to Images and information about Images can be Incorporated Into 
a database. For example, the catalog number of a specimen can be looked up and 
automatically stamped into an image of that specimen. or the height. Width, and 
filenames of Images can be stored In a database. Very simple scripts can provide 
powerful tool, to 'peed up and effiCiently manage workflow In large 
Imaging proJects. 

Dynamic web pages are a standard way of presenting searchable collection data on 
the web. Such dynamic web pages can easily lncorporate Images by generating an 
htmllmage lag that points to an Image of a speCimen. n, Instead of pointing an 
Image tag at an image file. the Image tag points to a script capable of retrieving 
data from a database and returning an Image file. sophlstlcated on the fly Image 
manipulation becomes possible, The key Is a script that looks at a database. finds an 
Image. manipulates that Image. and returns the modified image. One application of 
this Is on the fly zooming Into large Image fUes: an addressable annotated zoom: 
displaying a low resolution copy of an Image, allowing a user to click Into the Image 
to define a zoom box. looking up the Image scale from a database. and displaying 
the low resolutlon image with the zoom box drawn on it and a high resolution 
Image of the zoomed In area with scale bars. 

We present examples of these ideas implemented at The Academy of Natural 
SCiences in the Botany collection (sllurus.acnaLScl,org/image_zoom_demo), the AU 
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Catfish project (,lIuru,.acnatscl.org), the VIREO ornithological , lIde coliecUon 
(vireo.acnatscLorg). and the Peale Butterfly and Moth Collection 
(data.acnatscl.orgfpeale). 

James Macklin 
+1 215 4055088; macklln@acnatscl.org 
Oral presentation on Tuesday 14th June 

KE-EMu: A 21st century museum database - improving 
collections management in the NHM Fish Section 

Madalne, James S. 
Department of Zoology. The Natural History Museum, uomwcll Road. london SW7 580. UK 

KE EMu Is a relational database specifically designed for usage by museums and is 
already being used in many of the major natural history museums. Including the 
Smithsonian and the AMNH In the States. The Fish Sealon of the NHM In london 
received their First version In June 2003 and has been using and refining it 
constantly since then. Compared with preViOUS databases used by the Fish SectIon. 
KE EMu is fairly revolutionary in that It Incorporates data regarding almost every 
aspect of managing a collection, Including loans, conservation and details of all the 
various people Involved. I will be attempting to demonstrate some the applications 
of the database as a collection management toof. 

James S. Madalne 
+44 207 942 5761; Jll mem@nhm.ac,uk 
Poster presentation 

Detection In taXidermy collections: arsenic spot tests 

Marte. Fernando; Pequignot. Ama ndlne; yon Endl Oa¥ld 
Smflhsonlan Center fOf Mater1als Research and EducaUon, 421 0 SIlver Hdl Road, Suitland. Maryland 
20748. USA 

The presence of pesticides In museum collections has been known for a long time. 
Many of these compounds are also toxic for human beings and they can be a 
potential danger to IndiViduals who are in contact with these collections. In the 
specific case of taxidermy. arsenic was one or the principal substances used in the 
preparation of the skin,. In different taxidermy handbooks. arsenic. realgar, and 
orplment were used In preservatlve recipes. But arsenic Is bener well known for the 
arsenical soap, revolutionary preservative invented by Jean·Baptiste Becoeur (1718· 
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'777). This paste was applied Inside the skin to presefVe Il from blodetenoration 
and the attack of Insects. 

Today curators, conservators, scientists and technIcians have to deal with the 
hazardous effects of this compound Different analysiS techniques can be used to 
detect arsenic in collection such as XRF. ICPMS. SEM·EOS. Even if aU museums do 
not have the opportunity to access this high technology. the spot tests provide the 
chance to detect the presence of arsenic. 

This study has as its goallO compare different arsenic spollests analyses. 
The results of thiS study will provfde further Information concerning the limits 
of detection, the advise for arsenic detection in the specific case of taxidermy 
collections.. 

Fernllndo ~brte 
.1301238-1215; ferm.rteehlsp.vlst:a.com 
Poster prese.ntaUon 

Nomenclatural standards for cultlvars 

Miller, Dian. M. 
The Royal HOfUa.lltutal Sodety. W1sk!y. Woklng. Surrey GUll 608, UK 

The names of plants governed by the International Code of Botanical 
Nomenclature are fixed by the application of a nomenclatural type. Designation of 
a type IS a requirement for valid publication of the name. 
As defined by the IntemaUonal Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants (Brickell 
et at 2004). a nomenclatural standard Is an herbarium specimen or Its equIvalent to 
which the name of a cultlvar or Group 15 permanently attached. Although not a 
requirement for the establishment of a cultlvar epithet. the preparation and 
designatIOn of such standards Is strongly recommended by the Code. 
The brief descriptive entnes of new culuvars In nursery catalogues are rarely 
sufficient to ldenufy a cult/var with cenalnty 50 Similar cultlvars can easily become 
confused. Nomenclatural standards act as a reference potnt and can be used to 
help to resolve any naming problems. to decide if a "new" plant Is realty unique and, 
potentially. can contnbute DNA samples for molecular studies. 
Nomenclatural standards are a Vital part of ensur1ng the stability of names of 
ruttivated plants. It Is therefore essential to carry out very careful preparation and 
curation as well as establishing their validIty by publlcatJon. 

Diana M. Miller 
+44 148 322 4234; dllnlmlllererhs.org.uk 
Poster presentatJon 
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Japanese tissues, uses In repairing natural history specimens 

Moore, Simon J. 
Hampshire County Council Museums SeMc.e. ChMcomb House. 
Ch~(omb Lane. Winchester S023 8RO, UK 

Japanese lISSue5 are widely used by conservators. especially those who work with 
paper. Until recently their use had not been applied to Natural Sciences. This 
poster describes and adviSes about the basic types of tissues available and shows 
how they can be used to create tidy and effectlvcly strong repairs and gap fUls for 
the repair of taxidermy and other natural history specimens. 

Simon J. Moore 
+44 196 826 737: slmon.moore.h.nlJ.gov.uk 
Poster presentaUon 

Monitoring Insect pests In a large herbarium for ten years: 
Implications and actions 

P.ul, Alison M .. ; Plnnlger. D .... ld 8." 
'Oepartment of Botany. The Natural History Museum. Cromwell Road, london SW1 580. UK 
"83 W6twood Green. Ccd.ham. Maidenhead, Berkshire 516 9OE. UK 

The herbarium at the Natural History Museum, london houses six million specimens 
In four main storage areas. Historically specimens were protected from attack by 
Insect pests by the use of chemicals such as naplhalene, paradlchlorobenzene and 
lauryl pentachk>rophenate. In 1995. It was decided to monitor for pests using sticky 
Insect traps as pan of a collectJons Integrated Pest Management OPM) programme. 
This paper presents some of the results of the trapping programme that has been 
operating ever s;nce The major pest species Is biscuit beetle Stegoblum paOiceum 
but cigarette beetJe LaslCxJerma serricorne was discovered on traps In 2000 and 
subsequently caused 500le severe Infestauon~ Other pest spedes commonly found 
Include Guemsey carpet beetle Anlhreros samlCus. vodka beetle AtldgeOOs 
sm/roovl and the odd beetle Thy/adr/as contractus. Trap results have given wamlng 
of pest Infestations, which have then been treated by freezing the specimens and 
targeted cleaning and spray treatment of the Infested storage area The 
demonstrable value of the trapping programme has been crucial 10 the wider 
Implementation of IPM across the Museum. 

Alison P.ul 
+44 207 942 5756; A.P.uI8 nhm.ac.uk 
Poster present.tlon 
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Effects of tanning and fixation processes on skin properties 
in taxidermy specimens 

peqolgnot. Amandlne; Tumos8, Charles S.; von Endt, David W. 
Smllhsonlan Center for Materials Research and Education, 4210 Sliver Hili Road, Suitland, Maryland 
20748, USA 

Since the 18th century, preservation methods used for mammalian taxIdermy 
collections have varied considerably. Over 140 preservation treatments have been 
described In the literature. Some of these treatments proved popular (i.e. arsenical 
soap, formalin, alcohol. alum, salt or chrome tanning); although their effects on skin 
were not known except for how well they preserved/tanned the specimen. 
In taxidermy. skin Is tanned or fixed using different methods that depend on the 
origin of the skin, and its future use. For example, the skin can be fixed in fluid In 
the field. then prepared as a study skin; fixed and preserved In fluid and then used 
for a mounted specimen for exhibit; or tanned and mounted. All these processes 
have some effect (reversible or not) on the behaViour of skin. 
This study has as its goal to analyse the effect of different preparation techniques 
(tanning and fixation) on skin properties. We studied these effects on different 
levels: mechanical and physical properties (elasticity and yield paint). biological and 
chemical properties (arrangment of collagen fibres; collagen crosslinking). The 
results of this study provide further Information conceming the limits of tanning 
and fixation processes. and provide further Insight Into the state of preservation of 
mounted speCimens whose skin is then stuffed or fixed on a mannequin. 

Amandlne Pequignot 
+13012381215: pequlgnota@scmre.sl.edu 
Oral presentation on Thursday 16th June 

New approaches to the Identification and treatment of 
contaminants in herbaria 

Purewal, Victoria·; Colston, Bellnda-
"Department of 810dlverslty and Systematic Biology, NatIOnal Museum and Galleries of Wales. 
Cathays Park. Cardiff, South Glamorgan, CFIO 3NP. UK 
... Department of Forensic and Biomedical Sciences, University of lincoln. Bra'yford Pool. lincoln, 
LN6m, UK 

Herbaria have been a major source for botanical research and reference for 
centuries, Libraries, museums and universities have acquired collections by 
donation. bequest collection and purchase from individual collectors. The nature of 
the material may be varied and the manner In which It has been prepared may also 
differ from one collection to another. Past methods of preservation favoured 
applications of chemical pesticides and fungicides to the specimens. Pesticide 
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applications have Invariably not been documented, therefore Identity. quantity and 
date of application Is unknown. It Is now apparent that the residues of some of 
these chemicals have only partially degraded and therefore still pose a risk to health 
and safety to personnel working with and handling the materIal. 

There is also the hazard of organic fumigants present on the collections. which can 
affect personnel much more readily than the Inorganic species producing Irritation 
to the eyes, nose. throat and skin. 

Current research is looking into the different colours of fluorescence and relating 
the colour to the presence of metal ions and their concentration. 

Decontamination studies have also started and simple methods have proved to be 
very successful. This research is forming the basis of a PhD project, 

Victoria Purewal 
vlcky.purewal@nmgw.ac.uk 
Reserve oral presentation and poster 

Herbarium networks: towards creating a 'toolkit' 
to advance specimen data capture 

Rabeler, Richard K. *; Macklin, James A.-
-The UniverSity of Michigan Herbarlum, 3600 Varsity Drive. Ann Arbor, Ml 481 OB. USA 
' -The Academy of Nalural Sciences. 1900 BenJamin Franklin Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 1910), USA 

A workshop on herbari urn networks was held in September 2004 at Michigan State 
University. Out of this gathering, a bold challenge arose: to capture the data of all 
specimens in United States herbaria by 2020. It was immediately recognized that 
standards would be required at all stages of the data capture process. To provide 
focus on this issue, the Toolkit' committee was formed. The committee's first 
priority Is providing a set of standardized tools for the botanIcal community when 
capturIng herbarium specimen data and associated information. Our Initial energy 
has involved considering a schema that provides the flexibility necessary to 
represent our unique specimen data. Once adopted. we can incorporate this 
standard into data capture software and attempt to normalize our 'Iegacy' data to 
be compatible: the latter is often a major hurdle. Of great concern Is the daunting 
number of speCimens that remain to have their data captured (approx. 95 million). 
with the limited resources currently available in our communIty. Many promising 
technological advances are being tested to make capture of data from specimens 
and data processing more rapid. Sharing data directly between herbaria and/or the 
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use of distributed networks for shaling aSsociated Information between 
Instltuuons also holds great promise to speed data capture, reduce duplicative 
effort. and aid In quality control. Aumor1ty flies must also be adopted or created 
to standardize and normalize specimen data. It Is the committee's Intent to 
evaluate the components necessary for providIng our 'toolkit', promote Initiatives 
that conU1bute to Its refinement. and communicate them to the user community. 

Several examples documenting our progress will be presented, 

Rich Rabeler and James Macklin 
+17346156200; rabele"'umlch.edu 
Ora' presentation on Tuesday 14th June 

The MOA Programme - Introducing a unified approach 
to collection management at the NHM 

Raiser, Mirto" 
The Natural Hlstory Museum, CromweU Road. london SW7 580, UK 

With more than 70 mUllon specimens, The NHM holds one of the most 
comprehensIve natural history collectIons In the world. Our renowned collection 
has been developed over more than two centuries and significant effort has been 
put Into creating data-base records of the collection as technology has 
become available. 

Historically. Individual curators and researchers would Identify database software 
suitable for their needs and use this to manage their own work. This unstructured 
and Individualistic approach to selecting electronic resources has generated a vast 
array of databases. This plethora of databases does not allow for efficient 
management of the Museum's collection. Moreover, the application of the highest 
collection management standards has so far only been applied at the dlscretJOn of 
Individual database owners. 

The MOA programme was launched In September 2004 to start our Journey 
towards a single and comprehensive collectiOns management system in suppon 
of our goal of becoming a world·leader In collection management best practice. 
Attending this session Will provide you WIth a unique Insight Into the MOA 
programme, showing you why we chose KE EMu and the benefits we expect 
to achieve. 

Marlon R.lser 
+44 207 942 6034; m.r.lser@nhm .• c.uk 
Or.1 present.tlon on Tuesday 14th June 
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Oatabaslng the collections: data standards -
their Importance and application 

Rlssone. Adrian 
Department or Palaeontology. Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road. londoo SW7 580, UK 

Commonly In the past. data management and documentation Initiatives have been 
maintained by local or national scientific organisations with little or no 
consideration of the Wider benefits of data and database compatibility. In the past 
this organisational model has made it difficult to share data or to disseminate 
database design advances and complementary technologies. Recognising the 
difficulty of physical aggregation of datasets, however. there exists a new trend 
toward recognition of fundamental intellectual propeny rights whilst. at the same 
time. achieving dissemination and aggregation through distributed database 
designs and use of aggregation portalS such as that Introduced recently by the 
Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF). In support. specimen (and related) 
databases need to be constructed around data models that conform wherever 
possible to established schemas (e.9_ Access to Biological Collections Data (ABCD), 
Darwin Core 2. Llnnean Core. TaxonomiC Concept Transfer Schema (TCs») 
promoted by the Taxonomic Databases Working Group (http://www.tdwg.org),and 
to upcoming extensions to those standards for geo·referenclng, collections 
metadata. the Integration of bibliographic data and observational data. 

Only by integrating these trends with major advances In the provision of large· 
Museum Specimen Databases - a task that will require concomitant integration of 
museum database policies: researchers & collections management administration, 
computer science. Informatics technology and learned society support - can the 
goal of providing SUitable data Infrastructures be achieved In a reasonable lime. 

Adrian Rlsson' 
+44 207 942 5239; A.RlssoneClnhm .• c.uk 
Oral presentation on Thursday 16th June 
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Hatching a plan: developing modern standards 
in egg collections 

Russell, Oougl.s G. D. 
BIrd Group. Departmenlof Zoology. The Nau.al History Museum. Akeman Street. Trlng. 
Her\foIdshlfe HPZ3 6AP, UK 

Recent research based on egg collections has highlighted the need for obtaining a 
continuing Ome series of avian eggs. Modern specimens are frequently under
represented In museum col~ectlons following tightened legislation over the last fifty 
years. It has become apparent there [s a need for proactive discussion at 
fnlematlonallevel with regard to obtaIning modem comparative specImens of 
avian eggs within a controlled ethical and legal r ramework. The only current 
techniques for continuIng a time series. which are presently open to Institutions, 
Include coUectlng under licence, police seizure and through avian breeders. thiS 
presentation will examine the merits of me various acquIsition options available and 
diSCUSS posslbllltles for national cooperation. Furthermore, fulfilling access 
demands has led dlrealy to Increased pressure to supply collections data online. 
The need for international cooperation. consensus and consultation In the release 
of sensitive data online is discussed. with pallicular reference to the challenges of 
balancing Increased public access against the sensitivity of data used In researching 
species conservation. 

Douglas G. D. Russell 
-.44 207 942 6154; d.,usseUOnhmAc.uk 
Or.1 presentation on Wednesday 15th June 

Hatching and fledging the bird collections In Dublin 

Sigwart. Jull. D.-I: (alhJghan. Ertel: (olla, Alesslal; Dyke. Gareth J.I: McCaffrey, SlItlIIh 
L': Monaghan. Nigel T.-
.NaUonal MU5aIm of Ireland. Natll1l) History Division, Merrk>o Street, Dublin 2. Ireland 
.UnIVef5ity College Dublin. Department or lIxirogy. Beffleld. ()JbIln 4. Ireland 

The National Museum of Ireland (Natural History Division) houses a major European 
colleaJon of birds. preserved primarily as study skins. The bIrd collectIon In Dublin 
forms an Imponant pan of lr1sh National hefltage. on par in Its size to omtthology 
collectfons In other European capItals: Its presence In Ireland Is critical to our 
understanding of global avian conservation and biodiversity. The catalogued 
holdings Include more than 7,000 non-passerine sldn specimen, represenUn9 less 
than 50% of the total ornithological holdings. Because the NMINH has suffered 
from under.stafflng the bulk of these Important specimens currenlly remain almost 
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completely unknown. We have developed an ongOing project to document and 
publicize thiS Important ornithological resource: a new publication Indudlng the 
complete catalogue of the non·passerine birds win allow us to make the National 
bird collection available to the Irish public and beyond_ 

ThIS bird project Is the flagship Inltia"ve of Collections-based Biology In Dublin 
(CoBIO). a new paMershlp between the NMINH and Univer<lty College Dublin. 
Using collections management standards Implemented by C0810. all of the 
curatorial labour has- been provided by undergraduate and postgraduate students 
and techniCians from UCD. We have achieved a thoroughly researched. published 
catalogue product from the pail-time work of non-museum professionals. 
Previously, no curatorial wor. had been done on these birds Since ca, 1910, and no 
specimens had any kind of unique catalogue numbers. In 18 months CoSIO has 
transformed this to a fully digital, complete catalogue with all specimens relabelled. 
many re-housed. and each with a unique IdenlJrier that links catalogue data to 
accession records. 

This catalogue of the non-passerine collectlon has Just been publlshed as a 
searchable elecuoolc database 00 CD-ROM, containing the catalogue of the non
passerine bIrd collectIon, relevant specimen and hIstorical notes, as well as 
background InformaUon to Inform and educate people about this aspect of 
Ireland's naUonal heritage. The tremendous success of our non-passerine prOJe<:l 
has set new management and data standards for the NMINH and serves as a model 
for ongOing and future work to make these long·lost ccHleaJons availaWe to the 
SCientific community. 

Gareth Oyke 
+353 1 7162195; gareth.dylce8uecU. 
Reserve 0,.1 presentaUon and poster 

Adult education as a tool for 
volunteer training and recruitment 

Slgwart. Julia-t; Monaghen, Nigel-
' NaIJonaI Museum of 1 1I~laod. NaliSal History Division. MerrlOn Sueet. Dublin 2. Ireland 
Wnlvefslty College Dublin. Department 0( Zoology. Belfield. Dublin 4. Ireland 

Museums "behind the scenes" Is a subject that always arouses great public Interest 
In Autumn 2004. we elected to pursue an Adull EducaUon module based on 
curriculum elements In our undergraduale teaching programme. The resulting 
course ~Dead Zoo: behind the scenes In [he Natural History Museum" aimed to 
introduce Interested membe~ of the public to the IJvlng scfentific research race of 
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the National Museum of Ireland (NMINH). A second. unadvertised aim of this 
course was to train a group of prospective volunteers with an effective stx·week 
orientation programme. 

The class was administered and advertised through the University College Dublin 
Adult Education Centre as part of the annual UCD Mlnterest courses" brochure. 
Classes were scheduled during working hours, two hours per week, and held in the 
NMINH exhibits building. Place and time were carefully selected-all students who 
were free to attend the dass would potentially be free In Future to volunteer. 
Topics were selected from a range of subjects, Including lectures and discussions 
on the breadth of uses of museum objects. background in biodiversity and 
evolution. and an introduction to conservation. Learners were typically retired 
individuals, with a keen Interest but no academic background In the sciences. 
This learning experience was highly successful for the 16 students enrolled, and 
MDead Zoo~ was an Integral part In our Teaching Programme 2004, which was 
awarded the top prize for outreach In the all-Ireland Museum of the Year Awards. 
More Importantly, six IndiViduals have stayed on as volunteers in various- capacities, 
suited to their Interests and abilities. 

There Is a constant concern about standards to ensure that the volunteer-museum 
relationshIp Is construaJve for all parties. HaVing experienced a structured course 
means that learners have a common basic knowledge about coHea Ions and 
museum procedures. Indeed, since the course required a fee, volunteering (for 
free) can feel even more rewarding. In our museum In Dublin, low staffing levels 
mean a chronic lack of staff-time to dedicate to the training and supervision of 
newly recruited volunteers. We have addressed thiS Issue Ina novel way that will be 
applicable across the communIty. 

Julia Sigwert 
+3531 716219S;Julla.slgwart@ucd.le 
Poster presentation 

The application of GIS to IPM risk zone mapping 

Smith. David A:.. Jones. Angharad 
Mineralogy Department. The Nawral History Museum, Cromwell Road. london SW7 5BD, UK 

A geographic information system (GIS) Is a computer-based tool for mapping and 
analysing features that exist, and events that happen, on eanh. It offers a platform 
to overlay the visual representation of tabular data and build queries to interrogate 
the variables to analyse trends or hotspots and assist In planning strategies. 
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The holistic approach of the Integrated Pest Management (IPM) regime was 
established through a strategy of managing risk to the collections. Each area of the 
museum has been deSignated In one of four zones grading from high to low risk. 
This then determines the priorities for action, the working practice in that area and 
the level of monitoring for pests. Analysing and correlating variable levels of 
documentation from 50 many concurrent Initiatives could not be poSSible without 
a system that could translate the data into a common and comprehensible formal 
A pilot project demonstrated that the application of geographlcallnformatlon 
software to the Improved Integration of the various pest management activities 
was a viable solution. 

The results of the pilot project demonstrated quite conclusively that the digital 
representaUon of risk zones would enable effective development of targeted 
strategies. Together with the attachment of captured data to a scaled plot of the 
spatial array of insect monitoring traps. this exercise showed that geospatial 
analytical software could be a hugety powerful tool to monitor pest populatlon 
density across the museum and analyse trends with time. With the digital zones 
firmly embedded, there are enormous museum·wlde Implications in terms of 
environmental conditions of collection areas, space planning, disaster planning. 
exhibition design and security. The Natural History Museum. London will now look 
to implement a centralised database of pest monitoring data and integrate building 
environmental data to further Improve the resolution of 'cause-and-effect' 
assessments. 

David A. Smith and Angharad Jones. 
~ 207 942 5163; d,a,smlth@nhm.,c,uk 
Oral presentation on Wednesday 15th June and poster 

Standards in the museum care of geological collections -
a new web resource 

Stanley, Michael F. 
8 King Sl1eet. RJpon. North Yorhhlte. UK 

There Is a growing understanding that besides purely SCientific and aestheuc value 
rock, mineral and fossil coliecUons are unique resources. which help peopfe to 
understand their world. The value of collections may be usefully diVided into five 
broad categories: research value in pure and applied science: cultural value, 
especially the influence of collectlng and collections on the development of society 
and on science: finanCial value where the actlvtty of private collectors and the 
public in general has raised the perceived and actual value of minerals and fossils 
because of their rarity. beauty or assocIation; educational value in lifelong learning 
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where collections are used as a learning resource either to Instruct, Inform or 
Insptre: and entenairvnent value where the aesthetic beauty of rocks. minerals and 
fosSIl< Is appreciated by the viewer. Almost twenty years ago the Geological 
Curators' Group published, through the Geological Society, 'Guidelines for the 
(uratlon of G~oglcal matet1ar a seminal work at the time setting standards for 
aU aspiring curators of what ever 5ubjea. ln 1993 the Museums and Galleries 
Commission published 'Standards In the museum care of geological collections' as 
one of a series of 'Standards In the museum care of :. In the succeeding years the 
advem of the Internet has revolutionised access and communication. Great 
advances have been made In many aspectS of museums through the voluntary 
reg15uauon scheme for museum~ IAA 'standard$' are perhaps more necessary now 
than ever as the number of curators has declined wtth a concomitant Increase in 
the less·speclahsed collection managers. Standards In plaIn English must be 
acceSSible across the globe If we are to create and sustain both new and hlstorfc 
collections, 

The reviSion of 'Standards' gave an opportunity to look afresh at the processes and 
actiVIties of managing and caring for coUectlons. The term curation has not been 
fashionable ror almost a decade, especially with the advent or the more fashionable 
term 'manager" following administrative practIce across the world, But care Is Just 
one of the tasks of curaUon, which can be broken down mto four task areas for 
collections of whatever type; these areas are Procedural; Collection Care and 
Maintenance; &Jildfng and Management; and Access and Education_ ConsequemJy 
the Standards were revised focusing on these areas. 

Mlck St. nley 
+4-4 176 560 9479; mlck.st.nJey1 e bUntemeLcom 
O~I presentation on Thursday 16th June 

Levels of IPM control, matching conditions 
to performance and effort 

Str.ng, Tome: Klg.wa, Rlk.·· 
'Canadian Conservation Institute, 1010 Innes Road, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, I(IA OMS 
··Oepartment of Conservat IOn Science, National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, 
13-43 Ueno-Park, Talto-ku. Tokyo 110 8713. Japan 

In this paper we model pest aalvitJes across the wide spectrum of cultural objects 
that we try to protect. organized as a perceptual scate of blo·deteriOrauoo 
Situations. Within the scale, we set seven level~ In large part determined by 
accesslbllity 10 pestS and progression of protective structures against other 
deleteriOUS agents. for each level there are descnbed appropriate remedial lPM 
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solutions to vulnerabilities. Long term planning would altempllo move collections 
up the levels to Increase thefr protection. 

The potential uses behind thiS model are: 

1) A starting poInl ror IPM plamlng 
2) For classifying risks to collections from pest actlvlUes during collecuons 
surveying. 
3) A contribution to setting guidelines for Institutions orrerlng tax beneflts, or 

hosting exhibitions Indemnified by government programs, 

Tom Strang 
. 1613 725 2048,.'613 990 -4991,.1613 998 3721: tom_stnnge pch.gc.ca 
Or.1 presenution on Wednesd-V 15th June 

Regional collections at risk, Why funding stuffed otters 
and dried nettles Is seen as an easy cut to make 

Stringer, a . re 
leeds Museum RescM.ro! ~e, Mocwfle£d ROMt. Yeadon. leeds. LSI9 78N, UK 

Of the 20 million natural science specimens held outside nationally funded 
Institutions. most are In local government hands. They ate In constant competillon 
With roads. schoofs. housing and so on for local taxpayers money, In some areas 
the value of collections Is recognised and appreciated, In Olhe~ cuts have already 
been made. Why do collections find themselves In trouble and what can we do to 
address thb' Which collections do well and why? A lot or time has been spent 
appreciating the value of natural science collections, there Is no question of their 
merit as a resource. How do we go about translating this Into fUnding, staffing 
and use? 

Cllre Stringer 
+44 113 214 6526: CI. r .. Strlngereleeds.gov.uk 
O~I presenutlon on Wednesd.y 15th June 
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Referencing collectors of biological specimens: issues 
and standards 

Sutton, O. vld A. 
Department d Botany. The Natural History Museum. CrOl'Tl'W'eflRoad. london SW7 580. UK 

Projects at the Natural History Museum, london. Involving dlgltlsation of botanical 
specimens. both Imaging and recording associated Information. have revealed 
many common Issues reiaUng to citation of collectors. AIl unprecedented rlcmess 
In the dlVe"'ty of collectors has been found WIth apP,oXlmately ooe In five of all 
botanical collecto" f,om the enU,e history of the dlsclpl,ne. The d,verslty ,eHects 
the unique position of the InsUtutJon In natural history and common panerns 
eme,ge showing the d,lvfng processes behind this exploraUon of the natural wortd. 
Analysis of individuals shows that most contnbuted to other areas of natural 
history. or completely unrcialed dlsdphnes. suggesting lhallssues of cttatlon are 
generic. InadequaCies and Inaccuracies In both standard published literature and 
Intemet sources containing this Information have indicated the need for new 
approaches and outputs. AIl outline wIll be gIVen of related contexts where 
standards exist. an Information model used to develop a standard collector 
reference and the benefits of a collector referenttal standard, 

David Sutton 
+4<4 207 9-42 5750: dase nhm .. c.uk 
Or. 1 presentation on Thursday 16th June 

Haslemere Educational Museum: an Introduction 
to the natural history collections 

Tanner. Julia 
Haslen'K!re EduatJonII Museun, 78 Hid! Slreet.1-Wslemete. Surey GUl7 2lA. UK 

The Hasleme'" EducatJonal Museum was established In 1888 by 51, Jonathan 
Hutchinson (1828·1913), an emInent surgeon based In london who built a counuy 
house at Haslemere. In Ha~eme,e he had space to indulge hi' delight In collecting 
and set up hIS own museum based upon hiS deep CO!WICUon that an educalJon 
could be acqUired th,ough the study of objects. After Hutchlnson's death In 1913 a 
board of Trustees was established that ensured the museum's continuation to the 
p,esent day. 

The museum hold, approximately 400.000 item, In its collect,ons. ove, two thirds 
of which are natural hIstory specimens. Many of the earfy exhIbits were acquired 
from auctlon rooms around the country, especially Mr Stevens at Covent Garden. 
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The p,esent-day collections Include geology. bl,d,. eggs. nests. osteology. 
mamma~. corals and sponges. shell,. Insects and botany. COllected f,om local. 
naLional and International sources. 

The most significant collection, In terms or quantJty a,e shells and botany. The 
shellS amount to 80.000-100.000 'peclmens and Include the RH. Moses collecuon 
of worldwide sIgnIficance, The botanical specImens mostly comprise of Victorian 
and Edwardian pressed herbarIum sheets, The Miss lightfoot collectIon combines 
poetry with p,essed plants of the 1870's The,e a,e also specimen, of plant gall,. 
con'fers. mosses and hverworu. and wood block samples 

A substantial Edwardian collection of cased bIrds is of particular Interest and 
Indudes a passenger pIgeon, owls, terns, woodpeckers, sandpipers, gulls. finches and 
ducI<s. The taxidermists Include 1£ and FE Gunn of Norwtch. Rowtand Wa,d of 
London and James Ga,dene, of London. The collecUon also Includes the Sialnes 
Boorman co11ectJon of Sr'tJsh bl,d, egg, and nests 

The Insect collection I, mainly composed of butterflies. moths. beeUes and Ales and 
amounts to about 70.000 objects. They Include the JJ Jolcey collecuon of fo,elgn 
butterflies and the Rupert long collealon of British butterflIes and moths. 

The vertebrate collection Includes East AfrIcan game heads and mlsccllaneous 
worldwide taxidermy specimens. A compoSite moo skeleton Is on permanent 
dIsplay. Rare pieces of moo eggshell and a sIngle feather are preserved In the 
reserve collection. Invertebrates include a collection of about 1.000 corals and 
sponges. 

The geology collectJon Includes fossl~. mlnera~ and ,ocks f,om the GF Walton 
collection. the Col OI,ve, Hawkshaw collection and the John Edwa,d Lee coilecUon 
Fossil matenal includes a specimen f,om the Bu,gess Shale and two almost 
complete Ichthyosaur skeletons. 

The museum Is also home to the Gelkle Archive, a unique collection that records 
the fife and ca,ee, of the distinguished geologist 51, A,chibald Gelkle. The 
collecUon Includes hi' personal and administrative correspondence. field notebooks. 
iIIustra"ve artwott< and geological specimens. 

Julia Tanner 
+441428642112; h8slemeremuseumOaol.com 
Poster presentaUon 
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Real world disaster plans 

Thompson. steve 
Nonh lincolnshire Museums. Oswald Road, Sct.I'1thorpe, North UncoIn5h!re, ON15 7BO. UK 

Although a great deal has been said and written about disaSter planning. my 
experience has been lhallhe writing of a plan to wane In our specific sltuatlon still 
came up against practical problems of detail. This poster Is therefore effectively a 
case study which, while not presentlng new Ideas, Wlil hopefully highlight seemingly 
minor points that w111 nevenheless improve the effeaJveness of the final plan. 
These are Items that 1 have found seem to take up a disproportionate amount of 
time 10 son out, and for some of which we have not yel found entirely saUsfaaory 
solutions. These Include slruaure of the plan, relationship to local authority 
emergency planning. Insurance Issues. provision of emergency storage. and 
creation and use of dIsaster kits. ThiS case clearly relates to a UK beal authority 
museum, bUilt should be possible LO see the equivalent scenarios In other contexts. 

Steve Thomspon 
t44 172 484 3533: steve.thompsonOnorthllncs.gov.uk 
Poster presentation 

Climate control in an uncontrollable building 

Visardi. Paolo·: Sigwart. Julia-I: Monaghan. Nigel'" 
-NaUonal Museutr'I of lIeiand. Nanni Histoty DlvtsIort, MerIOn Sued.. Dubiln 2. Ireland 
#Unlvmlty College Dublin. Department of Zoology. Belfield, DubUn 4. Ireland 

The collecuons of the National Museum of Ireland (Natural History DMslon: 
NMINH). are held separately from the exhibition In a dedicated collealon bulldlng. 
This building Is a converted army barracks, lacking insulation and heated by an 
antiquated closed loop system of radiators. Monitoring of the collections 
environment during phases of intervention and non-Intervention by technIcal staff 
provides a case study demonstrating the effectlveness of attempts at climate 
control In an old bUilding. The majority of visitors to the building are researchers 
wor1<ing through the Museum's panneMlp with University College Dublin 
(Collealons·based Biology In Dublin: (oBIO). Together. we are working to develop 
standards that maximise effective use of the Museum's extremely limited staff. 

fifteen digital monitors In a range of locations have been In use for the past three 
years recording local temperature and RH throughout a building over 800 m2• 
environmental monitoring has recently been accompanied by detailed 
documentation of attempts at climate control (temperature) by adjustment of 
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radiators. We compared the total Internal climate records with external climate 
conditions. to determIne whether our efforts really have a significant Impact on 
stabilising the collection erwfrorvnenL 

Temperature changes within various rooms followed the same overall patterns on 
weeldy. monthly and annual scales: however. diurnal fluctuations substantially varled 
In magnitude between rooms. This reflects the sensitivity of different room 
volumes, locatIons and uses to external atmospheric influence. and not the success 
of staff Intervention. Humidity fluctuated even more dramaUcally. shOWing a 
complex relationship with temperature (changes In humidity were often associated 
with rapid changes in temperature. although RH measurements dId not correlate 
dlrectJy WIth temperature). ThIs relationship is partly aSCribed to the movement of 
frontal weather systems Introducing warmer or cooler all' with very different 
moisture contents. resulting In rapid change that stabilise over time. A strong 
seasonal effect was also Identified. where humidIty lows were associated with 
temperature k>ws In the winter, but during the summer the relationship between 
precipItation. evapotranspIration and Insolation resulted In a less dear-cut 
aSSOCiation between humidIty and temperature. 

Manual comrol of radiators-the only means of climate control In thIs bulldlng' ln 
order to Influence humidity was found to have drastically less Influence than 
fluctuations due to changes In weather. Futhermore. these effects may be slower 
than extemal weather changes, negating any useful effects. On average. the 
fluctuations In humidity were no greater during perIods of non·lntervenUon. 
suggesting that In a poorly sealed buikJlng. with woefully Inadequate levels of 
staffing. manual control of temperature In an effort to reduce fluctuations in 
humidity is an Inefficient use of human resources, 

Paolo Vlsc.rdl 
+353 85 737 2896: pvlsc.rdl@museum.le 
Oral presentation on Wednesd.y 15th June 
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Call ing on GOD: The Gallery Object Database at t he Royal 
Ontario Museum 

Waddington. Janet -; Pratt, Wllllam-; Scorsone, Jovann,··· 
·Department of Nature!! H1SlOCY (Palaeobiology). " Oepartmenl of World Cultures (Egypt and 
Ancient Near East) and " 'lIbrary and AH:htves; Royal Ontarto Museum, 100 Queen's Park. Toronto. 
ON M55 2(6. Canada 

In 2002 the Royal Ontario Museum embarked on an ambitious Renaissance project 
aimed at doubling attendance by the year 2007. Including a landmark new wing 
deSigned by architect Daniel Uebesklnd. the project will result In over 300.000 
SQuare feel of new and expanded galleries and public spaces over three ph<Ises. 

Over 20 Individual gallery projects are proceedIng lOgether. Involving an estlmated 
20,000 specimens and artifacts. These objects currently reside In 20 dIscIpline 
collections with data residing In 20 Independent databases on three different 
platforms. MY one gallery may have specimens from several different collectIons. 
and any collectjon may be pmvidlng specimens for several gallerIes. A uacklng 
method was required that would Immed,ately flag all objects being considered for 
gallery use. along WIth their destination gallery and any other re~ant Information 
for the planning and design process. 

A decision was made to develop one comprehensive gallery object database (GOD) 
In Microsoft Access 2003 that would hold a record of each Individual specimen or 
artifact being considered for use In a gallery, along with a reference Image. Data 
was uploaded from various sources: directly from various collection databases. from 
Mlcrosoh Excel spreadsheelS, and from variOUS text formats. An effort was made to 
provide for dear mapping from fields In the existIng collections databases wherever 
possible. Each gallery has a collections data manager who can work within a form 
thai shows only their records. WIth 20 collection managers managing the data, 
establishing and malntaln[ng Intemal consistency Within such a varied database has 
been a challenge. 

There are presently over 24.000 records In the database, representing the 
maximum wish list for all galleries. Because the system will not accepl duplicates 
(combination of collection code and museum TO number that uniquely Identifies 
the object) the lis!< of double booking of objects Into more than one gallery IS 
eliminated 

AS new applications are Identified fields have been added for Information such as 
specifIc conservation concerns Olght., RH). conservation and mount making 
Instructions and uacking, registration concerns. and exhibIt location codes. 
Gallery teams can easily update Information as it changes, such as current location 
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trackIng. preparation status, and mount status_ Much of the basic IabellnformaUon 
such as provenance and donor recognition can be extracted from the various main 
collections databases using specimen lists generated from the GOD, greatly 
facilitating generation of thIs Information. New Information about the specimens 
that Is generated for the galle!'y project. such as dimensions and weights, can 
ultlmately be migrated Into the collections databases. enhancing their use. 

Janet Waddington 
+1416586 5S93; janetwOrom.on.c.I 
Oral presentation on Tuesdey 14th June 

Curatlon of the U.S. Antarctic Meteorite Program Collection: 
20th century standards for t he 21st century and beyond 

Welnnbach. Unda C. *: McCoy, Timothy J! : Righter, Kevln**: S.tt'erwhlt, Cecilia E.
°Nallonal Museum of Natural History. Smithsonian InstJtutJon. 10th SUeet and ConstItution Aveooe 
NIN, Washtngton. DC 20S60. USA 
o°NatJonalAeror\M.k:s and SpaceAdmW'tlstmlon.lyndon B..Johnson SpaceCerlter. 2101 NASA 
htkway. Ma~ Code ST, Houston. TX 77058, USA 

Meteori~ from Antarctica represent an Inexpensive sample of the Moon. Mars. 
and previously unknown asterOids. These rocks provide essential "ground-truth" for 
understanding solar system history and differ from non-Antarctic meteorites In 
recording a much longer period of collection (c.2 Ma) In the cleanest environment 
on Eanh. 

In 1977. 'he u.s. National Science Foundation (NSF). NASA and the Smithsonian 
InsUtution formed a partnership for the collection, short-term curatlon, and 
classifICation and long-term curaUon. respectively, of these meteorites. This 
cooperative three-agency agreement forms the Us. Antarctic Meteorite program 
and Insures the continued support of the best sclenUfic. technical. and laboratory 
resources in the United States. Curatorial standards were modified from those used 
In the lunar Processing Fadllty at NASA's Johnson Space Center In Houston, Texas. 
These have been modified during the Intervening 28 years as the collection 
expanded. first at JSC and eventually to a long·term storage facility at the 
Smithsonian modeled after the JSC facility. 

In the lastS years. non-govemmental collecting of meteorites has begun in 
Antarctica, spurring the AntarctJc Treaty Organization to require member 
governments to protect these valuable resources. The U.S .. represented by NSF. 
responded by codifying the curatorial standards in the Federally Registered 
Document 4S CFR 674 used by the three-agencies and expected of any collecting 
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party. In this talk. we will outline the major principles of this cUlCltorial plan as a 
guide for others both responsible for (uratlon of such materials and who may have 
Input to their govemmental organizations empowered with implementing the 
recommendatIons of the Antarctic Treaty OrganiZation, 

linda C. Welzenbach 
+1 202 633 1825; welzenbl®sl.edu 
Oral presentation on Thursday 16th June 

The Paleontological Portal: a distributed collection database 
for outreach and research 

White. Tim 
Peabody Museum of Natutal History. Yale University, 170 Whitney Avenue., PO Box 20811 8, 
New Haven, a 06520-8118, USA 

The Paleontology Portal (http://www.paleoportal.org) is a resource for anyone 
interested In paleontology. from the professional In the lab to the Interested 
amateur scouting for fossils to the student In any dassroom. Produced by the 
Society of Vertebrate Paleontology, the Paleontological SOCiety, the US Geological 
Survey, and the Univers.lty of California Museum of Paleontology, the Paleontology 
Portal Is an attempt to gather many different resources Into a single entry or 
·portal" to paleontological Information on the Internet. Images and links that you 
see as you browse through the site have been reviewed and selected for quality by 
one or more members. of an Editorial Board. following the gUidelines of an 
established editorial policy. Please use the "add to site" link at the top of the page 
to contribute Images or links for consideration. 

*Behlnd the scenes* of the Paleontological Portal is a pilot project of four museum 
collection databases that support scholarly requests for distribution data that 
supports the education and outreach mission. Paleontological collection data from 
the Academy of Natural Sciences In Philadelphia, American Museum of Natural 
History. Florida Museum of Natural History. University of California Museum of 
Paleontology. and the Yale Peabody Museum of Natural History are being provfded 
through a Distributed Generic Information Retrieval (DIGJR) protocol for distributed 
quenes. ExtensiOns to the Darwin Core have been developed for managIng the 
stratigraphic data elements specific to fossil collections. Additional museum 
collections will be added In the future. 

TIm White 
+1 2034323767; tlm.whlte@yale.edu 
Poster presentation 
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Guidelines for the curation of geological materials: 
setting or simply revisiting the standards? 

Wyse Jackson, Patrick N. 
Department of Geology. Trini ty College. Dublin 2. Irclaod 

In 1985 the seminal volume Guidelines for the Curation of Geological Materials was 
published by the Geological Society. For over a decade this Important publication 
remained the standard to whIch curators aspired. but by the late 1990s it had 
become obvious that a revision was needed. For the past three years the Geological 
Curators' Group has been working towards an expanded revision which will contain 
updated sections but also new sections on diverse topics Including museum 
security and media uses for collections.. GUidelines however. was not the first such 
manual for curatorship. In 1696 John Woodward produced hIs anonymous Brief 
Instructions for making observations In all parts of the world and also for collecting, 
preserving and sending over natural things, whlle Ami Bo~ included details of 
curatorial methods in GUide du geologue·voyageur (Paris. 1835·36). The British 
Geological Survey published theIr own manual of col1ectlng/curatlon In 1914 for the 
use of their field geologists. The GCG project to set standards and produce 
guidelines Is not the first time that this has been attempted. This paper will discuss 
the development of lhese earlier schemes and examine the breath and scope of 
the new GCG project in the context of the pioneering manuals. 

Patrick N, Wyse Jackson 
+353 1 608 1477; wysJcknp@tcd.le 
Oral presentation on Thursday 16th June 

'Standardising' within a multi-disciplinary museum: 
how do the natural sciences collections fit In? 

Young. Donna M.-; Fahy. Anne-
·80tany SectIon. The WOOd Museum. NatiOnal Museum~ Uverpool. Uverpool U 8EN. UK 
··Reglstrar Department. National Museums Uverpool. liverpool t3 8EN, UK 

National Museums liverpool (NMl) consists of eight museums and galleries. In 
addition to the natural science collections of botany. zoology and geology, It has 
collections ranging from the fine and decoratlve arts, ethnology, archaeology and 
antlqultIes, maritime and social history. The natural science collections are based In 
the World Museum liverpool (formerly known as liverpool Museum). 
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In 2003 a Registration Department was created with the specific b~ef of 
Introdudng collections management standards and procedures across NML 
The task facing the deparunent was to develop and implement poliCies and 
procedures that were appropriate for the entire organisation • ...mile taking Into 
account the particular requirements of collections. this has Involved a process 
of consultation between curators, registrars and conservators. The challenge Is to 
ensure that conforming to corporate standards does not constrain the use and 
access of the collections. thiS Is particularly true for the natural sciences where 
there are well -establIshed. and ohen unwritten, codes of practice. 

Donn. Young and Anne Fahy 
+44 151 4784269, +44 151 4784991; donnll.younge Uverpoolmuseums.org.uk. 
anne.hlhvClllverpoolmuseums..org.uk 
Oral presentation on Wednesday 15th June 

Infrastructure upgrades for the University of Georgia 
Herbarium [GAl 

Zomlerer, Wendy B.; Glannasl, David E. 
UnlversltV or Georgia, Department of Plant Biology, 2502 Miller Plant ScIences. Athens. Georgia 
30602·7271 , USA 

The University of Georgia Herbarium [GA] is a highly used facility with one of the 
largest collections of vascular plants in the southeastern United States (237,000 
specimens). However, proper care of !.hIs valuable colleaion was imminently 
threatened by an agIng and dangerous compactor system requiring constant repair, 
coupled with cabinets unsuitable for archival storage. this NSF Biological Research 
Collections [BRq grant is funding the following urgently needed Improvements to 
GA Herbarium: upgrades for the heavily used and aging elearonlc compactor 
system: acquIsition of herbarium cabinets for proper archival specimen storage: 
mounting and accesslonlng backlog sped mens to help attain projected growth for 
the next 15 years: reorganization of the main collection folders for easier access; 
and completlon of data entry for the Georgia Atlas pilot project and posting this 
database on the www. 

Wendy 8. Zomlerer 
.. 17065830389; wendyz8 plantblo.uga.edu 
Poster presentation 
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